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Executive Summarv

- In the folloving report, we assess the human health effects
_

resulting=from exposure to airborne particles. The purpose of this HealthU
and Environmental Effects Document.(HEED) is to provide results to-date of
continuing anlayses of the nature, magnitude and uncertainty of potential
health impacts of airborne particles.

In this. first generic REED on airborne particles, assessments are
. O derived from the review and analysis of data from epidemiological and

toxicological studies. Particles evaluated include: total suspended particles,
sulfates, nitrates, B(a)P, diesel particles, certain trace metals, and -
natural dusts. Health and environmental effects due to viable particles and
asbestos are not addressed in this report. The health outcomes considered
are acreality, morbidity, and experimental measures of toxicity and carcino-
genicity relevant to human disease.' ',

The key findings from our assessments are summarized below. k'e should
state here, however, that in the majority of cases there are large uncer-
tainties and qualitative statements associated with our estimates,
reflecting the often tentative nature of the current state of knowledge.

Our HEED concludes with the identification of: limitations, gaps
in knowledge, and research needs in the area of health risks from population

~

exposure to ambient particles.

'

Assessment o_f, Exposures ,

,

The variable composition of particles by size and source were char-- - -
.

acterized by the following observations:
The smaller size particles have been linked to combustion--

sources, either as direct emissions or as secondary aerosols
formed from gas-to-particle reactions or condensation of vapors.
The main anthropogenic sources of fine particles were associated-

with stationary fuel combustion, transportation sources (auto-
mobiles, mostly), and industrial processes.
Sulfates, nitrates, and asumoniumions, organic compounds and-

most volatile metals have been shown to be in the fine particle
(FP, <2.5 pa) or respirable particle-(RS?, <10 um) size range.'

These fractions have also been shown to contain the acidic
particles in addition to other toxic components of airborne

g:
particles.

C Elements and compounds from the earth's crust (Cu, Si, Fe) were-

identified with larger sized particles (5 to 50 um). These
particles are predominantly generated by grinding, abrasion,
and erosion and their air quality impacts are mostly localized.

The principal hesith implications of the variable particle size andl
.

composition can be described by the following observations:'

,

r
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Our assessnent of recent data on aerosol acidity indicated-

that sulfate aerosols usually contain significant amounts of
'

sulfuric acid which is known to cause human health effects
(see also discussion below on su1 faces). The. average sulfuric
acid fraction of total sulfate is typically 20 to 45% of the
total with a standsrd error of the same magnitude as the
estimates. Furthermore, data suggest that:

(a) Most of the acidity is associated with high ambient .s
sulfate concentrations during which ambient sulfuric

3
: acid concentrations caa exceed 25 ug/m , which is about

3 times the typical ambient sulfate levels.'

(b) Exposure hazard is. thus related to frequency of acid
sulfate episodes.

(c) Statistical analyses, conventionally performed using
annual average sulfate concentrations as the measure
of exposure, will not resolve questions on acute or
chronic exposure / response relationships.

Particles with sizes ranging from 0.1 to 1 um in diameter were-

noted to have the longest residence times in the atmosphere, 5;
thereby posing the greatest potential for causing public health
impacts over large areas.

Since the majority of the larger or coarse particles (>10 um) were-

shown to,be predominantly deposited in the nasopharynx, unlike ,the
particle,s of respirable size,which penetrat,e to the ciliated regions of
the bronchi and the alveolar air spaces, it was concluded that - >

for toxicity and risk assessment, respirable or inhalable par- _

ticles (IP) should be preferred over TSP.

For the study of population health risks in the U.S., airborne par-.

ticle concentrations were quantified by region and city size. These
analyses pointed out that: g

In general, IP is about 65% i 10% and FP is about 30% i 10% of-

the measured TSP (i representing one standard deviation).
As summarized in Table II-3, p. 18, typical mean concentrations-

of TSP, sulfates (50%), benzo (a) pyrene (B(a)P), Iron (Fe), and
1974, and 1976,

Manganese (Hn), based on SAROAD data for 1970,3; B(a)P,1-2 ng/m3; -

..

505, 9-13 ug/m3; TSP,360-90 ug/marerough13:;andMn,0.02-0.07ug/m. The actual concentrationsFe, 1 ug/m
of the pollutants at a given time, however, can be within i a
factor of %5 from these quoted values.
The median exposure levels for the U.S. population were determined-

to be: 10.6 pg/m3 for S0%, 65 vg/m3 for TSP, 1.4 ng/m3 for B(a)P,
1 pg/m3 for Fe, and 0.04 ug/m3 for Mn (based on SARDAD data for
1970,1974, and 1976 and '1970 census data). Cumulative population
exposures are displayed in Figure II-1, p.17.

Scoping studies ensining the indoor-outdoor particle relationships.

have led to the following observations:
Indoor particulate levels are significantly higher for homes-

with one or more smokers than where there are no smo*ters . 3
Furthermore, the impact of each smoker is to add around 20 ug/m

2

-
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of RSP to the average exposure. In most cities in the U.S.
this exposure level'is comparable to or greater than the outdoor
RSP concentrations. Typical indoor RSP concentration averages across

C six U.S. cities were: 24 + 11ug/m3 with no smokers, 37 + 15 Lg/m3 with
-

one smoker, and 70143 ug/m7with two or more smogers, with corresponding
outdoor concentrations being around 21112 ug/m (Spengler et al. ,1981)

Using tracer chemicals and elements for outdoor particulate-

matter, indications are that, typically, 70% of the outdoor RSP
penetrates indoors. In well-sealed homes and during winterp, conditions, effective penetration drops to 30 to 50%."

Toxicological Analyses

C Since epidemiological studies have not identified specific components of
particulates responsible for various deleterious health effects, the health
effects literature on animal and human studies has been reviewed to provide
specific and relative toxicity information for different types of particles.
A. Metals. Many trace metals are associated with airborne particles
derived from a variety of sources. Metals can produce a variety of toxic

,

_
effects, including cancer. The effects of inhaled metals are not limited to

~ the lung but may also occur in a variety of target organs.
As a preliminary sc'reen for toxic effects of metals associated with.

particles, we have compared their U.S. ambient concentrations to
threshold limit values (TLVs) set for occupational exposures. Our
conclusions were:( '

*

For most metals, the typical ambient concentrations are at -
- -

least 3 orders of magnitude lower than the reported TLVs.
Lead concentrations in some cities are only about 2 orders of-

magnitude lower than the TLV and thus close to the National7
Ambient Air Quality Standard, which is 1/100 the TLV.

(-
We conclude that the levels more than 3 orders of magnitude-

lower than the TLVs are generally not hatardous except perhaps
in certain regions near emission sources where short-term
peaks may be much higher.
For carcinogenic metals there is not thought to be a threshold--

' and thus no safe level since total exposure to carcinogens
determines the risk. We suggest careful evaluation of metal
carcinogens, even when present at concentrttions 3 orders of
acgnitude below the TLV.

In an assessment of the toxicity of several metals in the in, vitro
g .

G macrophage viability assay, we have utilized concentration data from
human lungs to estimate the g vivo dose to macrophages. The toxic
effects, ranked by the fraction of the EC50 dose (the concentration
at which there is a 50% change in viability) received per macrophage,

= were found to be in this order: Cd > Ni > Cr > Mn. If we assumed
instead that the dose of each metal to a macrophage is the same

g fraction of ambient levels, then the order of toxic effects would be;
Ma > Cd > Ni > Cr. This analysis shows the importatice of utilized dose
rather than ambient levels of pollutants.

3
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B. Sulfates. -Although a number of studies have been done on sulfates, it
is difficult to draw definitive conclusions from the myriad of experiments

.
using different species, different' dosage schedules. and different endpoints, *

having varying degrees of relevance to human health effects. The nature and-
extent of effects observed can be summarized as follows:

' Morphological changes have been observed -after short exposures to.

concentrations of sulfuric acid about 3-4 orders of magnitude higher*

than achient sulfate concentrations. In humans, Leikauf-(1981)
','

reported decreased clearance after a 1-hour exposure to 1000 pg/m3
,

,

sulfuric acid. Morphological effects have generally not been
U observed after long-term exposures to concentrations ranging from

the highest urban average to about 100 times that value.
,

Exceptions to these are the studies by Alarie et al. (1973) which.

| showed morphologicql effects in cynomologus monkeys exposed for 78 "
.

weeks to 380 pg/mJ sulfuric acid (a concentration about 5 times*

;,

the highest urban average for sulface that we report) and the recent-'

work by Schlesinger et al. (1982). Schlesigner et al.--(1982) demon-
3 of sulfuricstrated that daily 1 hour exposures of rabbits to 250 ug/m

acid'(more than 5-10 times the ambient levels of aerosol acidity) over

a four week period produced proliferation of airway secretions in the .,
. *middle to small airways and epithelium thickening in these same

airways. There is also evidence in donkey for reduced clearance
' after exposure to 100 pg/m3 of sulfuric acid for 1 hour per day for

a few weeks.'

9 C. Natural Dusts. Because of their coarseness and ganara11y low toxicity,
'

natural dusts are not likely to produce significant health effects-at the , - -

,

ambient concentrations at which they generally occur.*
_

Although nitrates compr'se a significant portion of airborneiD. Nitrates.
particulates by mass concentration, their health offacts have not been well-studied...

' There are no definite indications of strong health effects of nitrates at ambient ,,

concentrations, but there are not enough data to conclude they have no toxic

n effects. Due to scarcity of data, we suggest in the interim the use of

r, toxicity data on other acid aerosols, such as sulfuric acid, in the assessment
' ; of the range of potential health effects resulting from exposures to ambient i

- nitrates or nitric acid.
AE. Diesel Emission Particles. Experiments in which animals have been

exposed to high concentrations of diesel exhaust (1-3 orders of magnitude,

<

higher than levels projected for the year 2000) have shewn some effects on
lung morphology and physiology. The oc"urrence of such effects in humans
at auch lower levels of exposure seems unlikely.

Organic carcinogens are adsorbed to diesel particles, and Cuddihy et al.
(1981) have utilized bioassay and epidemiological data to estimate risk

3 lifetimefactors of 0.007 to 0.3 lung cancers per 100,000 people per us/m
. exposure to diesel particulates. .

F. B(a)P. Because the concentration of B(a)P has been measured in air
samples for a reasonable period of time, it has been used as a crude 1sdicator
of the carcinogenicity of a mixture. Wilson et al. (1980), for example, have

.

4
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'. derived an estimate of 0.2-1.0 cancers per 100,000 people per ag/m3 B(a)P
from epidemiological studies. We have concluded from our assessments that

a ~ the risk of cancer due to B(a)P exposures is bounded by 0 and 4 cancers per
100,000 people per ug/m3 *(2)P.''

Q
As a means to assess B(a)P as a. surrogate for the carcinogenicity of a.

' ~ variety of emissions, we have compared the percentage spread for bioassay.

;4 ' activity relative to organic content and relative to B(a)F (see Table III-2,
p.34). In 4 assays, the spread is greater for organics, while-in 3 assays

;- the spread is greater for B(a)P. These results suggest that B(a)P is not
. O a better indicator of biological activity of a variety of combustion emission.-
'

samples then total organic content is.

~,

Epidemiological Assessmeng

r
1

* Mortality Studies
,

.

In Section IV and in Tables IV-1 (p.39) and IV " 4F of
.yses of the evi-this HEED, we report in detail the findings from the -

dance from cross-sectional mortality studies. The key conclusions, estimates,
uncertainties and statements of qualifications are summarized below:

i i'. We believe, in general, that for quantifying the magnitude of the.

effects of airborne particles, total respirable particles would be
c

an intuitively plausible surrogate. However, in the' absence of
good concentration data on respirable particles or acid aerosols,'

we currently have no alternative but to suggest the continued use of
sulfates as a surrogate, with caution. ..r

Although the results from our re-analyses of the cross-sectional .
.

mortality studies are typically consistent with the sulfate damage
coefficient suggested by Wilson et al. (1980), we have produced
coefficient estimates which vary by a factor of almost five, .and,

estimates of the standard errors of these coefficients which vary
C by a factor of nearly two and a half. As we have emphasized in the

following analysis, the uncertainty s,urrounding the mortality risk
coefficients is larga - so large that the true nortality risk might
in fact be somewhere between sero and a large number such as 10 deaths /a

3yr/105 persons'per ug/m of sulfate.*

For the purposes of obtaining rough bounding estimates we have pro-.

''. vided (see Tables IV.1 and IV.2, pp.39 and 40) nortality risk coef-
ficients (8) along with 'their respective coefficients of variation
(':7) to characterize the extent of typical uncertainties. These
estimates include results from regressions on single pollutants
(i'.e., 50%, TSP, B(a)P, Mn, or Fe) as .rell as estimates from joint
regressions consisting of more than one pollutant (for essaple, 50" |

: !V and TSP combined).
Except for the est a tes of the mean sulfate coefficient (a typical

5 persons / ug/m3, with.

estimate, for' exsaple, is Sso! = 3.72 deaths /yr/10
CVso{ = 51%) most of the risk estimates obtained contain significant ,

errors represented by large coefficients of variation (essentially r

I greater than 100%). It is especially difficult to interpret the
species-specific risk estimates derived from joint regressions, since~

there are -strong covariances among the concentrations of pollutants
:

5
1 1

a
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considered and the estimated risk coefficients'for these poll ants.

The damage coefficient estimates derived from cross-sectional mor-.

tality studies were not inconsistent with the time-series mortality
coefficients which range from 0.033 to 0.531 deaths / year per 105
persons per ug/m3 of TSP (the associated coefficient. of variacion
ranged from 20 to 80%).

Typically, time-series mortality studies have shown lags between.

exposure and death of no more than 3 to 5 days.
..

Since the coefficients from cross-sectional mortality studies are often
| used to estimate the risk of mortality asse:1ated with exposuro to particulate

air pollution, we must emphasize the large uncertaincies surrounding
these damage coefficients. Furthermore, due to the severe limitations of

'

these studies and the lack of substantiated biological causality at ambiant
concentrations in their interpretation, the true mortality risk might in
fact by zero. We are reluctant, therefore, to suggest any applicatica of
the damage coefficients derived from such studies without specifying a large

'L number of precautions and caveats. For example, our review of DOS technology
HEEDS indicated that damage coefficients derived from cross-sectional studies
ha.i been used, often without adequate attention to the specifics of the
application and the uncertainties involved, in predicting mortality risks.
While the estimated damage coefficients may be used with some confidence

'

to predict the impact of small changes in particulate concentrations
in areas with exposure near those typical of the SMSAs involved in these
studies, we emphasize that proper application of these coefficients will
require:

,

'*
, . Specifying the types of pollutants to be analyzed so that a

proper set of damage coefficients and standard errors can be selected.

Checking whether the relative proportion of predicted ambiens concen-.

' trations of these pollutants and various other organic compounds are
' similar to those measured in most sectistical studies characterizing

:
-

the health effects of air pollution.

Making sure that the projected emissions are not released into an
_

.

- environment which has low background concentrations .of the key
pollutants analyzed.

= Even when all these conditions art met and proper confidence intervals specified._

-

the risk analyst should still mention all the esveats that question the caus-
. ality and the utility af these esttmates. Basically, the risk coefficients

from cross-soctional mortality studies are crude, appropriate only
L for development of rough bounding estiaates. Nonetheless, they are the only (--

tools readily available to the air poliveton ris': analyst today.
|

'

'
- For assessing benefits and risks associated with mitigative measures to

reduce pollutant emissions (mostly SO ) and economic incentives for pollution;: e
2

reduction, we suggest again the continued use of sulfates as a surrogata.
- although we advise caution. Most importantly we discourage the use of
-

'

sulfate as a surrogate in cases where the sulfur emissions are reduced in
- greater proportions than the particulates or the trace metals. In circum-

stances such as these, we believe that the use of respirable particles as
..

-

- 6
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surrogates may be more advisable. Additionally, in assessing risks from trace
metal exposures, it is expected that occupationally derived TLVs or MEG-MATE

p values would be adequate. Finally, we suggest a continuation of the policy
- of assessing the carcinogenic effects of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

separately on the basis of occupational epidemiology and animal studies,
.rather than on the basis of the very imprecise caefficient estimates derived-

- from cross-sectional nortality studies.
2

Morbidity.ScudiesC
,

Review of mort iity literatura performed along with other epidemiological
evaluations indicated that:

Studies of the morbidity effects of ct.ronic exposure to particulate matter
.

have shown upper and lower respiratory symptoms and reducea pulmonary func-
tion to be associated with annual average particle (TSP equivalent) concen-'

tration in excess of approximately 180 ug/m3 (Vare et al. ,1981)
The observational studies on short-tera particle exposure are more~

.

sparse and most of these studies address TSP levels in excess of
1000 g/m3 (24-hour average). These few studies suggest increased
hospitd admissions for cardiac or respiratory illness (TSP at 600
ug/m3 a1 association with 50 -at 400 ug/m3) and worsening of healthC 2 3 in combination with S021

status among bronchitics (TSP at 350 ug/mAs is the case in chronic expo-at 500 ug/m ) (Ware et al.,1981).
sures, these studies do not suggest an effect threshold.
No evidence exists in these data to suggest an effect threshold.

.

In a preliminary attempt to derive staple linear coefficients for'

.

morbidity, a selected set of studies reporting air pollution concen- .

tration and morbidity outcomes were analyzed. Based on assumptions
and qualifications that were discussed on p. 46, morbidity coef-c

!

ficients were derived and presented in Table IV.3, p. 47. It should
;

be mentioned here, however, that all of the caveats for use of
C. mortality coefficients must be imposed on the morbidity estimates.

Furthermore, our efforts on this question are prelinfu ry and these
values should be considered as tentatise.

In general, interpystat; ion .of the morbidity . studies, munit alsp. be qualified
similarly to the mortality studies and, in fact, to all nonexperimental epi-

;

|
desiological studies. As we mentioned above for mortality studies, the individ-*

ual epidemiosay1' cut studies for accbidity can also demonstrate an association between
| particulate matter and ill health but they cannot prove the causality of

that association.

' f Research Needs
|. c.
,

! During our analysis of the health effects resulting form exposure to
ambient particles, we have identified several areas for future research that.

t

Thewill help reduce some of the uncertainties reported in this HEED.
L following is a list of the research areas discussed in Section V, p.49 of
i 1.

' the report.

i

!
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Reconumended Research' Areas Pertaining to Particle
_ ,

Toxicity and Exposure Analysis '3

Evaluation of the relative toxicity of particles by jointly utilizing:- .

the in vitro and animal bicassays; toxicity of samples of ambient
particles from as many cities and rural areas as possible; and detailed -

occupational data. The approach recammended above is similar to one.

^

being utilized by EPA in their evaluation of the carcinogenicity of 9 ,

diesel emission particles. What is now needed is an expanded analysis I

including a much greater variety of types of emissions and evaluation

,' of toxicity for chronic lung diseases as well as cancer.

Defining the origin and composition of' part.*.cles for the purpose of.

characterizing historic exposures to fine, respirable, and total
,

suspended particles. This information is needed to reduce uncer-

; tainties associated with the estimation of population exposures to
various toxicants.. -

Collection of more data on nitrates and acid aerosoir, in particular,..

on the sulfuric acid fraction of sulfates, tu order to understand
the extent of exposures and observed effects due to nitrates, and ..,
su1 faces in ambient air. ~

Collection and analysis of more data to determine the extent and-
.

nature of personal exposures to respirable particles.
.

Recommended Research Directions to Improve --
_.,

Risk Assessments Based on Epidemiological Evaluations ,,

Better quantification, through experimental and epidemiological.

studies, of the possible role of particle exposures in: altering
short and long-term measures of lung function; and affecting pre- .

'ldisposition to diseases in later years.-

Health effects modeling activities, especially in the areas of. lung.

deposition, lung function decline, and relating morbidity with'
'

mortality risk. .

New cross-sectional investigations with naw data and exposure- .

variables that are more pertinent to effects investigated. %'.

Expanding time-series studies to include more biologically plausible-
.

air pollution indices.

Additional obserystional morbidity studies designed to provide.

quantitative risk (or dose-response) estimatas.
.
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I. Introduction

.

C -This report is an assessment of the effects of airborne particles on
!' human health. It represents approximately one year of study and is the

first generic Health and Environmental Effects Document (HEED) on airborne
.

'

particles. More specifically, this HEED provides results to-date of con-
tinuing analyses of the nature, magnitude and uncertainty of potentialp
health impacts of airborne particles coianon to a number of emerging energy'

.1 O technologies.

I The scope of this HEED is to consider those particles that are most
commonly associated with general types of fossil fuel energy technologies.
Particles included in the toxicity assessment include: sulfates, nitrates,
particles containing high levels of. organic. compounds (diesel particles and

I other combustion products), and certain trace metals and natural dusts.. The'

( discussions presented in this HEED also include health effects and charac-
terizations derived from consideration of known size distribution of air-
borne particles such as respirable, inhalable and total suspended particles.

,

| Health and env1ronmental~ effects due to viable particles and asbestos are
not included in chis document, nor have_ e y'et evaluated in detail the dataw

; from the occupational studies. Prior to discussing the likely toxic effects ofi < .

particles, this HEED first addresses various questions regarding the nature and:
' '

extent of human exposures to various particle species. Typical sources of'

ambient particles, the1r con merations in the air and the size and location of
populations, exposed to different, levels of these po,llutants are also qua,ntified.

|; Characterizations of the nature and magnitude of the health effects
.resulting from exposures to airborne particles reported-in this document'

-

' - have followed primarily from the analysis of experimental-toxicological data-

and epidemiological-vital statistic data utilizing ambient air pollution;.
- r measurements.>

O We have utilised two approaches in our analysis of the toxicity of
airborna particles. Our first approach consisted of a general review of,,

;- health effects'of airborne particles and of their chemical constituents. .The
second approach involved determins.ng the relative toxicity of particles in bio-
assays relevant to neoplastic and non-neoplastic diseases. Non-neoplastic-

. effects of particles were evaluated using g vitro macrophage and infectivity
3'' bioassays. Under neoplastic effects, we have also performed an initial

, assessment of the carcinogenicity of various combustion emission particles;

(mostly diesel emissions) using results from short-term bioassays to deter-' ,~

mine the magnitude of error involved. in using B(a)P as a surrogate for pre-
dicting the carcinogenic effects.

In the epidemiological phas'a 'of our research', we have hvoted '~
,

C aost o'f' 'o"u'r ef forts to 't'he " analysis of cross-sectional nortality,~

studies, in which geographic differences in air pollut. ion levels are related
to geographic differences in nortality races. For the purposes of

.

checking the consistency of results from c oss-sectional mortality studies,2

ve have also conducted preliminary analyses of the time-series mortality4

studies, in which changes in the daily levels of air pollution are related
g(,. to changes in the daily number of deaths in a single larpri astropolitan area

,
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such as New York City or London. Non-mortality effects of air pollution
(morbidity effects, changes in physiological signs, etc.) are also sunnarized
in this report. The primary purpose of these epidemiological investigations
has been to characteriza .the uncertainties associated with the selection and the
use of species-specific damage coefficients in projecting population risks.

.

Our assessments in this HEID are concluded with the identification of:
limitations, gaps in knowledge, and research needs associated with the,

-

analysis of health risks resulting from population exposures to ambient .
particles. Finally, we suggest improvements in the methods of analysis which
ill reduce the uncertainties that currently exist..w

In the emainder of this document, we present the key findings from
The reader is referred to the three Appendices accompanyingour assessments.

this report for details on specific points.
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II. Exposures to, Particles
.

.

% An individual's total exposure to particles is the integration of a*

number of exposures in different environments. These can be divided into
indoor and outdoor environments, where indoor exposures of ten have additional

.
sources of particles (e.g., cigarette smoking). superimposed upon the entering,

ambient ai'r. Since.the observed population in an epidemiological study. '

provides information on'the effect of total personal exposures to pollutants,
g.

,

-- an understanding of these variations in human exposures is important to any
assessment of the health effects of particulate pollution.

t

One factor which has an important influence on the response of an
~ individual to a given total exposure to (particulate) pollutants is the,

amount, or. dose, of the pollutant actually inhaled during a given time
period. Furthermore, the retention properties of particles in the human,

' lung after inhalation are quite complicated, since the clearance of different
types of particles from various lung compartments varies from individual to

. individual. For example, solubility and physical characteristics of various
particles result in differences in the observed clearance half-lives. Also,
small percentage differences in clearance half-lives can result in large
percentage differences in retained material. Therefore, elecrance may be

s

- I

i the more important parameter for studies of chronic health effects and
deposition may be the more important parameter for studies of acute health -
effects (Mage, 1982). This situation can be even more complicated because'

of gas-particle interactions. (Section III and Appendix 2 provide further
information on the toxicity of various particles and the mechanisms of
particulate deposition in the lung.) -

,. ,

It is evident that there is a need for the description and character-
|
- ization of particles according to theiFpotential for adverse health of f acts and

toxicity. Particle size, chemical composition, ambient concentrations and
human activity patterns determine population exposures to particles and thus to'

associated potential health effects. In the.following section, key factors' *

|
influencing estimates of particulate exposure are briefly discussed. (See
Appendix 1 for further information.);

Sources and Physical and Chemical Characteristics o_f, Particlesf ;

.

Ambient airborne particles arise both naturally and anthroposenically.
Natural sources include windblown soil, seaspray, volcanic activity, and
forest fires; ====ade sources include industry, utility emissions, agriculture,
construction sites, and automobile traffic. Primary particles descrit e
those emitted directly from a source; secondary particles are those which

,- ' form in ambient air and the atmosphere as a result of condensation and*

|
chemical reactions. Geography, topography, seasonal and meteorological '

I conditions greatly influence particle composition and size distribution.
These factors are also known to influence potential effects of particles
to human health.

Particle distributions are typically characterized by a coarse and a
i s

fine mode, described by the aerodynamic diameter of the particle. The coarse

! 11
. t
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mode is of ten defined as particles ranging in aerodynamic diameter (da) from
2.5 to 100 um, while the fine fraction is defined as those particles below
2.5-um. Ambient aerosol mass is distributed somewhat evenly between the
fine and coarse modes (fine being 1/3 to 1/2 of the total mass and coarse
being the remainder). Particle number, however, tends to decrease as particle
size increases.

.

The composition of particles varies by size. Fine particles (FP) tend
to come from combustion sources, either as direct emissions or as secondary
aerosols (e.g., sulfates and nitrates) formed from gas-to-particle reactions
or condensation of vapors. The main anthropogenic sources of fine particles
are stationary fuel combustion, transportation sources (primarily automotive),
and industrial process emissions. Sulfates, nitrates and anssonium ions, organic
compounds and most volatile metals are found in this fine particle size range.
The more volatile metallic elements, including arsenic, antimony, cadmium,

'

lead, selenium and thallium, are vaporized during combustion. They are
subsequently concentrated upon fine particles during cooling and condensation
because these particles have a higher surface to volume ratio.than coarse
particles (Natusch et al.,1974) .

Sulfur compounds represent a major portion of the fine mass at most ,,

-
U.S. sites. Over 90 percent of ambient sulfur is contained in the fine -

fraction, and this sulfur represents an average 35 percent of the total fine
.

mass (AER,1981) . Aerosol acidity has been found to correlate well with
sulfate concentrations (Ferek, 1982), causing the fine mass to be the acidic
fraction. The average sulfuric acid fraction of total sulfate is typically
20 to 45 percent (with a standard error of the same magnitude as the estimate). - '

Furthermore, data indicate that there are cases of sulfate episodes'during
which sulfuric acid concentrations have exceeded 25 ug/m3 or about 3 times ~

the typical ambient sulfate levels in the U.S. From the perspective of health
eff xts, these occasional peaks in aerosol acidity may be significant. How-

- even the analysis conventionally performed using annual average sulfate
conuntrations as the measure of exposures will not resolve questions on

+

acute or chronic exposure / response relationships.

Particulate Organic Matter (POM) represents an important portion of the
. fine fraction aerosol, averaging roughly 10% of the fine mass. POM is derived
from both natural (e.g. plants and nf mals) and anthropogenic (e.g. combustion)

haveMany of,the organic compounds present in airborne particlessources. *

been found to be carcinogenic in ' animal studies (NAS,1972). ,

Physical removal processes at work in the atmosphere interact so that
the net removal efficiency is lowest in the particle size range of 0.1 to

.

1 um in diameter. This size range has appropriately been named the accumu-
lation mode. While fine particle concentrations may be higher in the
immediate vicinity of sources than in the surrounding areas, fine fraction
aerosol concentrations in general tend to be regionally uniform. This fine
mass uniformity is due in part to the sizable fraction of the fine particle
mass made up by arcondary aerosols, which have no individual point sources,

The wide-per se, although they do have long residence times in the atmosphere.
spread nature, long residence times, and toxic composition of fine aerosols
cause them to have the greatest potential for public health impsets.

12
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Larger sized particles (5 to 50 um) are predominantly the results of fugitive
(i.e. -not ducted) emissions. These anthropogenic sources, such as agri-
culture, construction,' transportation, and mining, add to the natural sources

O such as windblown soil and seaspray. Industrial operations with uncontrolled
combustion, grinding and pulverizing operations, and slag or storage piles

.

will certainly influence particle mass concentrations by the emission of
coarse particles. Their impacts will be localized, however, because of the
short residence time of coarse particles in the atmosphere. Similarly.
locally elevated Total Suspended Particulate Matter (TSP) concentrations are

> Q experienced near roadways and in arid or agricultural areas. Due to the
crustal nature of particles found in the coarse fraction, these particles
are rich in elements such as A1, Si, Fe, Mn, and Ca.

The characteristics of particles found in an indoor environment may
differ greatly from those found immediately outdoors. Differences are caused
by a number of factors, including the nature of the indoor sources of particles.,

' Research has shown that smoking, cooking, and the use of fireplace and wood-
burning stoves are sources of indoor particles that are also rich in organic com-
pounds (see Appendix 1, Sec. II) . Aside from indoor sources, fine particles gener-
ated outdoors can penetrate quite readily around doors and windows (WHO,

i -1982). The differences between indoor and outdoor particles will depend
a great deal on the ventilation system (which varies from building to
building), the rate of filtration / ventilation (which often varies with-

-

season), and the rate of emission of particles indoors. Using tracer
chemicals and elements for outdoor particulate matter, indications are '

that, typically, 70 percent of outdoor respirable suspended particles (RSP)
', (da < 3.5 um) penetrates indoors. In well sealed homes and during winter
; conditions,, effective penetration dro.ps to_,30 to 50 percent.
!-

,

"
*

Particle Measurement and Exposure Assessment
'

..

. Unlike the particles of respirable size which penetrate to the ciliated
regions of the bronchi and the alveolar air spaces, larger or coarse particles
(> 5 um) are predominantly deposited in the nasopharynx. Although these4

' deposited particles can enter the bloodstream from the gastrointestinal
tract, these particles do not penetrate into the lungs. Thus, a better

:< measure for lung disease risk calculations of the particle mass is con-
sidered to be the IP fraction of the TSP'(having an aerodynamic diameter *

less than about 10 to 15 vs) (Miller et al.,1979), or the RSP fraction of;. 3
the TSP. Recognition of the need for size fractionization of samples has .

,

;.

led to measurements'of the particles in different size ranges. The particles
sampled have been called by various names such as inhalable particles, IP

,

| ~(1 15 um), respirable particles *, RSP, and total thoracic deposition par-
,

' ticles**, TTP (1 10 pm). The particles of utmost imp)rtance physiologically
( are those penetrating beyond the naar harynx compartment (cor.;esponding to,

* *

. the established medical description 3 the upper respiratory tract). It is prob u
ble that these respirable particles art related to the nortality and morbidity +

,- due to respiratory disease that has been associated with air pollution episodes
j in the past.

.

*
g By ACGIH (1976) definition, a RSP sampler collecti none of the particles.

> 10 va, 50% of the 3.5 pa particles and 90% of the 1 um particles. ;
*

, ,

*e
EPA (1980) ',,

13*
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Particle Concentration
.

.

In the U.S., levels of TSP were historically much higher than they are '

today. Overall trends in TSP concentrations have been downward (mostly due
-to instituted control measures and changes in the choice of industrial fuels).
Comparing 1958 and 1974 data for 5 industrial cities, for example, the mean
TSP levels decreased from a range of 140-170 ug/m3'in 1958 to.80-100 ug/m3 in
1974 and to around 60 pg/m3 in 1977. The emphasis on particle removal .

efficiency based on mass has led primarily to the collection of large par- ?
~

ticles (NRC, 1979). . In 1978, the approximately 4000 TSP monitoring sites
reporting valid annual averages had a median concentration of 60 ug/m3 There
are systematic differences in TSP concentrations by site locations. Rural
sites tended to be lower (10-40 ug/m3) than urban areas which htve TSP con-

3' centrations ranging from 50-150 ug/m . Levels of TSP tend to be higher in
the eastern U.S. than in other non-arid regions by 20-40 ug/m3 This is in
part due to the larger contribution of fine aerosol mass (predominantly

sulfates).

Table II-1 summarizes the recent results of measurements from U.S.
EPA's IP network by region of the country. In general, Inhalable Particles
(IP) (da < 15 um) average 65 percent (t 10%)* and in? about 30 percent (t 10%) ?
of the measured TSP.

Table II-1. Summary of Inhalable Particle (IP) Netwot'4 Data **

IP/ TSP FP/ TSP .'
--

Region-

Obse-v idas Sites _.

North Central 9 0.63 i .08 0.35 t .10
Northeast 5 0.69 i .13 0.42 i .10

South 5 0.59 i .08 0.33 1 14
.

West 7 0.59 1 15 0.30 1 07

Table II-2 provides estimates of typical ranges of TSP, IP, and FP as -
measured in different regions of the country during 1977-81 (Pace et al. ,
1981). Aaalyses of temporal trends indicate that maximum seasonal averages G

for all three particulate indicators occur in the summertime in most places,,

particularly in the ease (Pace et al., 1981). The summertime peaks are
most pronounced in che FP fraction and are driven by the sulfate component
(Trijonis, 1980; Spengler at al., 1980; Spengler et al., 1982).

Although TSP levels have decreased, concentrations of fine particles V

appear to have remained unchanged or increased, especially in large cities.
As discussed in detail in AIR (1981) the net effect of atmospheric transport
conversion and deposition processes is that FP, especially secondary aero-
sols such as sulfates and nitrates, can be transported hundreds of kilometers
downwind of the source regions. Fer su1 faces and most pollutants the pre-
vailing transport direction is from the Ohio River Basin area towards the
e
i one standard deviation.

[ **See Appendix 1 for the description of regions and data.
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TA3LE II-2 CHAPACTERIZATION OF PARTICULATE MATTER CONCENTPATICNS FRGt
SIZE SPECIFIC NETWCRX5,1977-81 (Pace.1951)**

'c.
.

J | 2) LONG-TERM (6-12 MCNTHS)* AVERAGE TSP IP s | FPt

- EASTERN LOCATIONS
'

. Undisturbed 30-40 25-35 15-20
O -

50-90 40-50 20-30a
Cowntown

Industrial 60-110 45-70 25-45

Ja!O WESTERN LOCATIONS

C
Ur. disturbed 15-20 10-15 3-5

e

~

Ocwntown 75-130 40-70 15-25

WEST COAST-

'
-- Los Angeles Area 90-180 50-110 30-40

- Pachfic Northwest 45-95 20-65 15-25

I b) TYPICAL 24 HCUR MAXIMA * TSP IP FP
.

3g
.

~

EASTERN LOCATIONS

Undisturbed 60-100 50-100 30-80
' '

i, Ocwntown 90-210 - 75-140 40-90

Industrial 150-360 100-250 50-180

ARID WESTERN LOCATIONS

; Undisturbed 50-100 25-40 10-15.

Downtown 125-310 70-180 45-70

WEST COAST

tos Angeles Area 170-460 150-200 100-110
..

Pacific Northwest 115-310 50-190 45-90

.

*60 Samples / Year

** Units: ug/m
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northeast'U.S.. Thus regional assessments of population exposures to secon-.

dary and fine aerosols are particularly needed for pollutants released,
~

fron tall stacks. ^
,

. Over the last twenty years, sulfate levels in most areas have.

either increased or remained Ehe same, thus reductions in 502 have not1

I. brought measurable reductions in SO{. (Historic airport visual range obser-

;; vations, which can be used as surrogates for sulfates,and/or fine particles
when relative humidity is below 65%, also substantiate this observation.)
InLondon, Lawther and Waller (1978) report a reduction of B(a)P concentration
between 1935 and 1965, and in U.S. cities there has been a decline from

- 6 ng/m3 to 1-2 ng/m3 since 1959. The nationwide declines in atmospheric
concentrations of (benzene) soluble organics and B(a)F are believed to be
due largely to reduced use of coal for home heating over this period.

[ However, there has been substantial change in methodology for measuring B(a)P
L which can in part explain the marked change over the years.

|- Trends in concentrations of trace metals are a function both of their
; origin and of the controls placed on their sources. Lead concentrations

are down, reflecting the increased use of low-lead and no-lead gasoline.'

Nickel and vanadium concentrations are down due to reduced amounts in; >
,

residual oils. Cadmium, iron and manganese concentrations are also down
due to industrial control asasures. However, citanium concentrations are

[ rising as a result of increased coal use by electric utilities. Finally,
i - regarding increases in NO emissions, ambient nitrate levels in both urbanx

and nonurban areas are also found to be increasing.
4- Indoor respirable particle i:oncentrations can achieve concentrations -

of up to 500 ug/m3 (NAS,1981; WHO,1982*) . Indoor levels are significantly. -,

[ higher for homes with one or more smokers than for homes where there are no
I smokers. Furthermore, the impact of each smoker is to add around 20 ug/m3

of RSP to the average exposure (Spengler et al., 1981). In most cities'in
the U.S. this exposure level is comparable to or greater than the outdoor.
RSP concentrations. Typical indoor RSP concentrations averaged across six

_

'

{ U.S. cities were: 24 + 11 ug/m3 with no smokers, 37 +15 ug/m3 with one.
I smoker and 70 + 43 ug/in'3 with two or more smokers, with corresponding outdoor

concentrations around 21 + 12 ug/m3 (Spengler et al., 1981).,

!

! Ranaes o_f,, Population Exposuresf,

j .

In order to quantify population exposures, outdoor concentrations of
j- TSP, SO4, 3(a)P, Po, and Mn were obtained or estimated for regions of the
, country and for populations -living in different sized cities. Details are
' presented in Appendix 1. These are used as first approximations to popula-

tion exposures; they are only approximations because indoor sources and .

mobility of populations have not been considered.
.

* *

Pigure II-1 shows cumulative distribution plots for the U.S. popu-
lation exposed to different B(a)P levels based on 1970 census and 1976
(SAROAD) TSP measurements. According to this figure, more chan half of
the U.S. population is exposed to (annual average) particle concentrations

,

.

(TSP) greater than 67 us/m3 More recent data (Watson et al., 1981) indicate
'

| that past progress in improving TSP concentrations has slowed, and there
!

16
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was little change in population' exposures to TSP over the last five years -

of the 1970's. .

Figure II-1 also shows the cumulative population (1970 census used) ]
or the percent of the U.S. population exposed to concentrations of SOI, 1

h B(a)P, Mn, and Fe greater than the levels given. Concentrations are based i

! on 4ARnAn data for 1974 except.for B(a)P which is based on 1970 data. Levels ;

above which 50'. of the U.S. population is exposed correspond to: 10.6 |

pg/m3 for.Soi, 1.4 ng/m3 for B(a)P,1 ug/m3 for Fe and 0.04 ug/m3 for Mn. !
,

'

|-
Ik 'There is generally. an increase in particulate concentrations

L with increasing city size. Table II-3 summarizes these results.
For TSP the difference between the ambient levels in large cities |

[ (population greater than 1,000,000) and the small cities (pooulation
,

less than 100,000) is almost 30 ug/m1 For sulfates, however, due to .

regional influences of atmospheric transport and chemical conversion processes,l'

|
.this difference is noted to be quite small. Higher B(a)P levels in larger
urban areas are consistent with the fact that most large cities are the

|.
' sources of high B(a)P and organic aerosols and that B(a)P neither persists

for a long time in the environment nor travels long distances. It should ;

j

L
tiso be noted that at a given time the actual concentrations of these pollu- O
cants can be within + a factor of 5 the values shown in Table-II-3.(see'

_

Appendix 2, pp. 17-21).

- Table II-3. Mean Concentrations by Population Group *
!

City ' Size (PeopleI B(a)P_ g g Sg TSP _

~ ''

. .

> 1,000,000 2.07 1.2 0.02 13.48 92.33 '

320,000-1,000,000 1.72 1.0 0.03 9.02 79.40

100,000-320,000 1.71 0.89 0.02 9.70 72.63
'-, _

|

< 100,000 1.40 1.06 0.07 9.09 64.24

1
Key E:nosure Issues and Uncertainties

.

'

Under most circumstances, mreme cases of high pollution are of .

.

concern. The proper description of these even:s must take intoj;
account characteristic random variables such as ==w4== concentrations, |

[ frequencies of exceedances of critical levels, and expected return
p periods (cf. GeorgoPoulos and Seinfeld, 1982). In practice, hovaver,j~

|.
averaging time information is not known and risk . assessments are ..''
constrained by the manner in whico air quality data are routinely
reported, i.e. ,24-hr averages every 6th day. Therefore, due mainly
to data limitations, a satisfactory linkbetween the eine variability of

and the observed morbidity or mortality effects cannotexposures
be obtained. For the most part, epidemiologic studies have sought

|

to define the,relatianship between health and contemporary
|

* estimates. Except
f SeeAppendix1forfurtherdetsigsonthebasisforthes
I

for B(a)P, all units are in ug/m . B(a)P units are ng/m j
'

i

! %
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(not integrated long-term or lifetime) ambient concentrations. If air
pollution health outcomes are associated with prior exposures, then

.A the effect of contemporary associations between sortality/ morbidity
and concentration levels could overestimate effects if concentrations
are decreasing with time, or underestimate effects if concentrations
are increasing with time.

Typically, the chemical composition of the fine aerosols that are produccd.

by anthropogenic' sources are believed to pose more health risks (per' unit
<c. mass of material inhaled) than the coarse fraction which is produced

by natural sources (Mage, 1982; Natusch and Wallace, 1974). In
Section III of this report, we discuss further.the variable health
effects of different chemical compositions of ambient particles.

In addition to knowing the chemical composition as a function of
particle size, it is also necessary to acquire detailed knowledge ofc- .

the toxicity of the overall particle mixtures (inhaled by different
Recent researchpopulation groups at different times).

on acid sulfate aerosols and their associated health effects has
tried to address some of these concerns. - As discussed in Appendix 1

: and by Lippmann et al. (1980) and Johnston et al. (1982), there is
? - potential for adverse human health consequences resulting from

.

exposures to ambient acid aerosols (especially during high humidity-

sulfate episodes).
c
.

HumanhealtheffectsaremostlikelytobeassociatedwitEtherespirable-
'

; .

-
fraction of particulates resulting from both indoor and outdoor

From current measurements, we know that the sulfates,sources.
nitrates, and organic. compounds comprise the largest portion of the

. ,

ambient respirable particles. In addition, volatile metals such '

' as Pb, Se, Ni, V, As, Cd, Eg, Sb, Ti., and Be are concentrated in ther

respi.rable fraction.
'

In terms of indoor sources, cigaracte smoke is the major contributor'

.

to respirable particles exposures (more than 50%) in homes that have
-

one or more smokers living there.

In this report, we emphasize. respirable particles, sulfates and B(a)Fk

for estimating health effects. Sulfate particles, in most places,
.

are the largest single class of compounds in the respirable size
11 fraction (30-70% by mass). While the term " sulfates" represents

a broad range of p, articulate sulfur compounds with differing
toxicity, it representa the only surrogate measure for sumonium
bisulfate, sulfuric acid, and other acid compounds. B(a)Fi

s

is a ment er of a class of polycyclic organic compounds,
of which B(a)P is not the most hazardous. There are other classes
of organic' compounds that are known aucagens or carcinogens. .There#

'

are also die crapencies between historic and recent methods for deter-'

mining B(a)P in the atmosphere which add uncertainty (2-3 orders of
| magnitude) to the derivation and application of potency factors.'

However, until acre information is available on the concentrations,
variations and toxicity (carcinogen 1 city) of (polar, non-polar),

various extractable fractions of organic compounds, B(a)F will have

|
|

t
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to serve as a surrogate for fossil fuel.related carcinogenic health effects.
,

Sections III and IV and articles in Appendix 2 discuss more fully the
toxicity of sulfates, B(a)P, and other ambient particles, as well as their
utility as surrogates for estimating health effects from particulate
exposures. .
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'III. Toxic Effects of, Particulate Matter

Review of Toxicities of Components of Airborne Particulates .

As a preliminary assessment of the toxicity of various components of
airborne particulates, we have summarized the literature on animal and human
studies relevant to health effects. We have evaluated a number of particles'

species that either make up a large fraction of airborne particulate
matter or are frequently measured as important surrogates for health effects.

,

e

Our review has primarily concentrated on metals adsorbed to particulates,
sulfates, nitrates, natural dusts, and diesel emission particles. We have
also evaluated the use of the concentration of B(a)P in a. sample as a surro-
gate for the carcinogenicity of that sample. These reviews are included in

-Appendix 2 (Ioxic Effects of Airborne Particulates) and are summarized below.
We have not evaluated all types of combustion emission particles; neither-O have we included asbestos or viable particles since they are not usually
emitted by energy conversion processes.

Metals ,

- Many trace metals are associated with airborne particles derived
from a variety of sources including metal smelters, iron and steel plants,

:

automobiles,andenergytechnologiesinvolvingcoalandgil. Ambient
ja urbanconegnerationsintheUnitedStateseverage2ng/M for Cd,
L 10-50 ng/m .for Cr, Ni, and V, 50-100 ng/aJ for Cu and Mn, and
P 0.1-1.0 ug/m3 for Zn and Pb. It is important to note, however, that

maw 4= d ambient urban concentrations range frca 1 to 2 oreers of magnitude
,

above these mean values (NAS; 1979). Metals produce many types of toxie
! effects, including cancer. The effects of inhaled metals are not limited

'

to the lung, but may occur in other target organs.
,

. . . .

h. Nature and Extent of Toxic Effects
I: As a method of screening metals for toxic effects, we have compared

their U.S. ambient concentrations on particles to threshold linie values (TLVs)
set for occupational exposures (see Appendix 2, pp. 109-113). The TLVs have
been set on the basis of animal and epidemiological studies and can be con-,

L

sidered to represent conclusions about risk to humans. We are aware f. hat the-

TLVs any not be based on the best data now available and that the rigor of
l- the analyses any have varied. Eowever, if the average ambient concentration

of a substance is three or more orders of magnitude lower than its TLV, as
it is in most cases, then we assume that the substance is not present
in hasardous concentrations, except perhaps in certain regions, e.g., near

g emissions sources where short-term peak levels any be higher.i

For metals that are at an average concentration within two orders of
magnitude of the TLY, it is important to check the concentrations in several
regions to assess the variability. In our initial analysis, lead was at a
high enough level to warrant further investigation. We used data on concen-
trations of lead for four cities and found that in three of the cities, the,

levels were only slightly lower than the National Ambient Air Quality Standard

21
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for lead,-which is 1/100 the TLV. These results suggest that more careful
analysis is needed. A higher occupational standard chan ambient air standard

.

is reasonable , because these exposures are for only 8 hours per day.
~

'

There is not thought to be a threshold or a safe level for carcino-
_

genic metals since total exposure to carcinogens determines the risk. However,,

we would expect concentrations three or more orders of magnitude below the
TLV to add little to carcinogenic risk. For example, in the case of cadmium." -

theEPACarcinogenAssessmannGroupcalculatedadose-regponserelationshipof 2.9 lung cancers per year per 100,000 people per ug/m .Cd (EPA, 1978).
Data on which the dose-responen relationship was based include a study by,,

p, Lamen (1976) in which a standardized nortality ratio of 2.4 for pulm'onary can-
.

cars was found in a cadmium safinery. Typical air concentrations of Cd are 0.002.

ug/m3 (see Appendix 2, p.110), more than 4 orders of magnitude below the TLV of 50
'

J .

ug/a , and the formula above suggests that ambient.Cd levels could pose a
small risk of about 12 lung cancers per year if 'everyone in the U.S. were

! _ constantly exposed to typical levels. However, this assumption may not always
L be valid, especially when there are sharp concentration gradients due to local

source influences. In the case of Cd, ==w== urban air concentrations are
reported to be_near 0.4 vg/m8, roughly 2 orders of magnitude below the TLV.

_

Thus, large population groups exposed to high'er Cd levels may be subjected 'J

; to lung cancer risks of more than i lung cancer per year per 100,000
people.

Another point of caution is that some elements, including Pb, Cd. Zn.,

Cr, V Ni, Mn, and Cu, are found in the highest concentrations on the. . .. . .

[ ses11est particles. These particles deposit predomfamntly in alveolar. regions _.- 2
'

of the lung where absorption efficiency for most trace elements is 50-80%
_(Natusch et al., 1974).r

- - , - --In determining dose to lungs and body, another consideration in addition
to particle size concerns differences in the distribution and excretion of

different elements. In an assessment of the toxicity of several metals in a
the in vitro sacrophase viability assay, we have utilised concentration data4

from human lungs to estimate- the jg vivo dose to macrophages. We ranked,

; the toxic effects of several elements by the fraction o'f the EC50
E ' dose (concentration at which there is a 50% decrease in viability)-

;; received per ascrophase and found this order: Cd > Ni > Cr > ME'(Appendix
2, p. 156). If we assumed instead that the dose of each metal to a ascro- ,?c

phase was proportional to ambient levels, then the order of toxic effects
would bet Mn > Cd > Ni > Cr. It is clear that accurately estimating the

'

; dose to target organs from ambient levels is very important in determining
health effects. '

,

j -t

Sulfates*

In Figure II-1, it can be seen that 80-90% of the U.S. population is
exposed to a mean sulfate concentration of 14 ug/m3 or less. A table of
exposure data'in Appendix 2 (p. 17) shows that average urban ambient con-*

centrations of sulfate range from 2-80 vg/m3. Urban concentrations are:

; typically 10-18 vg/m3 in the East, 2-6 vg/m3 in the West, and 10 gg/m3 in
'

p the North. In the South, sulfate levels are generally lower than* the East -

except in areas with local sources such as oil refineries.'

'
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Nature and Extent of Toxic Effects

In Appendix 2, we prasant tables of data from studies of animals.

[ (pp. 50-55) and humans (pp. 73-75) exposed to sulfuric acid. These results
will be summarized briefly here. It should be pointed out-that sulfuric
acid is more toxic than sulfate salts; thus, comparisons of ambient and.

. experimental exposures will tend to over-estimate health effects.
i

q Morpholonical Effects *

#

'

In icg tera (1-2 year) experiments with guinea pigs and beagle dogs'
exposurestoconcentrationsofsulfuricacidrangingfrom0.08to0.9as/ab
for at least 21 hours per day resulted in no observable morphological
changes (Alarie et al., 1973, 1975; Lewis et al., 1973). Cavendar (1978)

,

' f. did not find any histopathological effects in rats or Guinea pigs af ter
exposure to 10 mg/m3 sulfuric acid for 6 months (6 hours / day, 5 days / week)..

The lowest exposure level in these long-tera experiments (0.08 ag/m3) is
. equivalent to the highest urban average for sulfate, as described above.

In general, exposures to higher concentrations of sulfuric acid.
^

(25-200 mg/m3) for relatively short periods of time caused morphological
'

changes. For example, Cockrell (1978) found that exposure to 25 as/m3 for
6 hours per day for 2 days caused segmented alveolar hemorrhage, type 1!

pnetmocytehyperplasia, and proliferation of macrophages in Guinea pigs.
Morphological effects were observed in Guinea pigs af ter a 4-hour exposure,
to 32.6 as/m3 sulfuric acid '(Brownstein,1980) and in mice af ter exposure

i r to 50,100, and 200 mg/m3 sulfuric acid for 3 hours per day for 20,10,
| and 5 days (Katels, 1977). , ,

-

| Comparing the results with long-tera exposures to sulfuric acid at
concentrations up to 100 mg/m3 with those of short-tera exposures to con-.

! centrations of 25 mg/m3 and above, there appears to be some kind of
_

threshold concentration for damage, which would suggest that peak exposurese

may be more important than average exposures. However, there are important,

exceptions to this observation. For examples Alarie et al (1973) observed
,

morphological changes after exposing cynomologus monkeys to concentrations '

of 0.38-4.7 as/m3 sulfuric acid for 78 weeks. With 1.15 us (assa median
i diameter,)ttD) particles, they observed hyperplasia of the bronchial epi-

r thelium and thickening of the walls of the respiratory bronchioles after.
~

exposure to 0.38 ag/m3 At this concentration, which is about 5 times the
highest urban average for sulfate, there was also se increase in the res-

; piratory rate. With 0.54 te (letD) particles, there were no morphological
changes in the lungs after exposure to a slightly higher concentration
(0.48 as/m3), but there was thickening of the alveolar wgli after exposure
to particles of this size at concentrations of 2.43 as/ad.,-

A l s o,' recent work by Schlesinggr et al. (1982) showed that daily1 hour exposures of rabbits to 250 us/n of sulfuric acid (mosa than 5-10
; times the ambient levels of aerosol acidity) over's four week period pro-

duced proliferation of airway secretions in the middle to saali airways and,

I epithelium thickening in these same airways.
- -

,

i
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Pulmonary Function Changes

Pulmonary . function changes in guinea pigs have been seen af ter expo--

' sures to 0.1-1.0 mg/m3 sulfuric acid for only one hour (Andur, 1978)'and in
beagle dogs after exposure to 0.89 as/m3 for20 days (Lavis.1973).~Andug
et a1. ~ observed decreased cony 11ance at concentrations as low as 0.1 ag/m
for particles of 0.3 va (assa median aerodynsmic dissater, HMAD) and above*

0.4 as/m3 for particles of 1.0 ya (letAD) in guinea pigs exposed for i hour.
,

|
'

The importance of this finding is diminished by results.of Alarie et al
(1973, 1975), who found no pulmonary function effects in Guinea pigs exposed
continuously for 52 weeks to 0.84 um (MMD) particles at 0.08 ag/m3 or 2.78
um (139) particles at 0.1 as/m . In cynomologus monkeys, Alaria et al.3

(1973) found saincreased respiratory rate after exposure to concentrations
of 0.38, 2.43, and 4.79 as/m3 for 78 weeks and a change in the distribution
of ventilation after exposure to 2.43 and 4.79 as/m3

Clearance Effects*

Changes in pulmonary clearance occurred in many experiments of 1-2 }-hours duration at levels of sulfuric acid of about 1 ag/m3, although there
4

In a longer-are many experiments in which no such effects were observed.
Schlesinger et al. (1979) found that exposure to 0.1 ag/m3

*

term experiment,
sulfuric acid (1 hour per day, 5 days per week) resulted in erratic clear-'

ance (with increased and decreased rates) in donkeys during the first few
When the exposure was repeated, 4 of 6 snimals had reduced bronchialweeks.

sucociliary clearance rates.which remained low for several months post- .
_ .)

*

In h ssan studies, Leikauf (1981) reported increasedexposure (EPA, 1981). 3
~'

bronchial mucociliary clearance af ter a 1 hour exposure to 0.1 ag/m3 sulfuric
acid and decreased clearance after a 1 hour exposure to 1.0 mg/m3 52504

Variations ,1,n,the Observed Effects and Kay Uncertainties'

. .;*

Although a number of studies have been done on sulfates, it is difficult
i

to draw definitive conclusions from the myriad of experiments using differenti :
*

species, different dosage schedules, and different endpoints, having varying
degrees of relevance to human health effects. However, there are results
suggesting the possibility that human health effects may result from ambient .

R exposures.
-

Clearance effects have been observed in humans after 1-hour exposures.

4 at concentrations of 0.1-1.0 mg/m3 In donkeys exposed to 0.1 ag/m3
to H SO2for 1 hour per day for several weeks, decreased clearance persisted for

Since repeated short exposures to elevatedseveral months post-exposure. '

4 any be damaging, it is important to determine whether peaklevels of H250;, sabient acid sulfate levels might approach concentrations at which clearsace-

effects have been demonstrated experimentally. Recent data suggest that
more than 60% acid sulfate aerosols can be formed during regional episodes

Clearance effects must be re-at levels exceeding 25 vg/m3 (yerek, 1982).
garded as significant since reduced clearance results in an increased dose of
deposited asterial.

24
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' Morphological and. functional effects have-been observed in some
species at concentrations of H 5,04.less than 10 times the high urban sulfats2
average we reported. Verification of these effects should be made in
species selected for their anatomical and biochemical similarity to humans.
Also, an effort must:be made to correlate the types of effects measured with
the eventual development of disease.

Natural Dusts.-

O- Airborne concentrations of natural dusts vary greatly, depending on'

topography, season, human activity, and atmospheric conditions. In-remote,
3dry regions, dust concentrations can often range to several hundred ug/m .

In areas of higher rainfall and greater vegetation cover, these values may
fall as low as 5-10 ug/m3 Concentrations of natural particles usually
represent up to 50-70% of the total suspended particulate mass.

C

Nature and Extent of Toxic Effects

Because of the relatively coarse nature of these particles, a majority
of them would be expected to deposit in the nasopharyngeal region rather
than in the lungs. Many of the common components of natural dust are^

of low coxicity . Others are more toxic but are present at concentra-
~

tions unlikely to cause problems.

Silicon is the mosc toxic element in natural dust. Crystalline forms
.

of silicon, most notably quarta (silicon dioxide), are known to cause the
chronic pulmonary disease silicosis after industrial exposures (Hamilton-,

e

and Handy, 1974). Pulmonary health effects associated with industrial ,

j exposures to dusta of feldspar, limestone, slata, and grar.ite are believed
to be due to the silica content of these substances, which any also serve
as the source asterials for certain natural dusts. However, the concen-
trations of the active' crystalline forms of silicon in natural dusts are

k_ generally very low compared to occupational exposures that have been
demonstrated to cause silocosis, and few cases of silocosis-like disease-i

have been reported among the general population.

Alusinus, the nest most common element in this group of particles, has
been implicated in the developasnt of fibrotic lung disease and other lung

hL damage, after industrial exposures to Al metal dose at concentrations
escoeding 10 as/m3 (Smith et al., 1980). Under norgel environmental con-

3 (Sorenson et al., 1974).ditions, Al levels are in the range of .04 - 2 ug/mf

O At these low levels, adverse health effects are not believed to occur
(Smith et al., 1980; Sorenson et al., 1974).

!

l .. Iron, the third most common natural dust element, as iron oxide,
hasbeenshowntocausepulmonarysiderosigand/orpneumoconiosisat-

exposure levels in the range of 10-15 as/n for 6-10 years ($sich at al.,;

1980). These levels are far in excess of those found in any natural dust.

fL Nitrates
; ..

On the average, nitrates make up about 16% of the fine particulate
fraction. Concentrations very from shout I us/m3 in remote areas to 4

|
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ug/m3 in some urban areas (see Appendix 2, p.17). ' As discussed in Appendix '

2, the chemistry of atmospheric nitric acid and particulate nitrate (nitrate
. salt) formation is rather complex and is not fully characterized. Tur-
thermore, measurements of ambient levels of nitrates are confounded by '

technical problems. -

.

Nature d Effects
'

-
,

"

Inorganic nitrate and nitrite salts are readily' absorbed when ingested
4 (Friedman et al., 1972). Such particles may be inhaled, cleared from the

lungs and swallowed, providing a route of entry into the bloodstream. It
is also likely that they are absorbed directly through the pulmonary epi-
thalium (D A, 1974).' Within the body, reduction of the inhaled nitrates
to nitrites may occur. These nitrites are capable of_oxidising the hems
iron of hemoglobin to the ferric state, forming nothemoglobin and resulting '

,

in a loss of oxygen-carrying ability. Under normal circumstances, the
overall airborna contribution of nitrates is likely to be insignificant |
compared to the total body burden from other sourcas such as water and food<

.,

- (EPA, 1974), but in certain situations, airborne sources can be a problem. ~

For example, a study of New York City tunnel workers (1973) showed a sig-
- nificant increase in mothemoglobin levels among tunnel workers esposed to

automotive exhause compared to non-exposed workers (Ayres et al., 1973).
,

Nitrates have also been associated with. respiratory 111ases. Shy et' *

al. (1970) detected elevated rates of respiratory symptoms in family groups -

* living in communities with average 24-hour suspended nitrate levels of -

3.8-7.2 us/s). However.-this association also held for NO , with concen-2 ,

{ , ,, trations ranging fr'on .062 .109 ppa.
, ,

*

Particulate nitrates may exhibit a degree of carcinogenic potential.
Nitrosamines and other N-nitroso compounds, which are potent carcinogens, .J"

any be formed within the acid environment of the seamalian gut (DA,1974)
via chemical reactions involving nitrites, potentially derived fron the
reduction of inhaled nitrates, and seine groups. Due to the ses11 amount of

,

nitrate reaching the gut af ter inhalation, this is not likely to be a
significant problem. However, the production of N-nitroso compounds in the

,' atmosphere itself any also occur (Pitts, 1977) with direct effects upon ;

i the lung possible.

E n ar. g Uncertstattee

Although nitrates comprise a significant portion of airborne parti- .

culates, their health effects have not been well-studied. There are no
definite indications of strong health effects of nitrates at ambient concen- ,

trations, but there are not enough animal or human data to conclude that .

they have no toxic offacts.

Another source of uncertainty is the lack of information on actual
concentration and composition of nitrates that the general population is

.
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exposed to. It is now believed that considerable error in seasurement ofp -nitrate occurred in the past due to artifact nitrate formation. In,

addition, most of the nitrates present in the ambient environment may
well be in the gas phase as nitric acid. Since nitric. acid toxicity
data are limited, in the interia it would be reasonable to use the toxicity
data derived from exposures to other strong acids, such as sulfuric acid,. ,

to analyse the range of potential health effects resulting from exposures
O to sabient nitrates approximated by nitric acid.

Diesti Enhaust

The health affects of the increased use of diesel engines as a fuel''

economy asseure must be evaluated since diesel engines produce 20-100 times
more particulate matter than gasoline engines. Regional annual mean air
concentrations of diesel emission particles (D'.Ps) have been estimated at
2-10 ug/m3 for the year 2000 (Daiedzic, 1981). A roadside concentration of
12 ug/m3 has been projected for 1985. Diesel engines emic particles made
of a carbonaceous core with organic compounds or gases adsorbed to the sur-.

face. The diesel exhaust particles have a mass median diameter of 0.3 us,-
~

~ 9hich puts them'in the respirable size range'.,

.
.

Morpholonical g yunctionsi ifjggig, i

<

Morphological and physiological effects of DEF exposures in animals
|

are summarized in Appendix 2. Concentrations used in these experiments -

were one to three orders of magnitude higher than the ambient levels pro-*

,

i jected for the year 2000.

1

|
The acet obvious effect of espesure to high levels of DgF was the

graying of lung tissue (garnhart et al.. 1981, 1982 Eastings et al. ,19803i Kaplea et al., 1982; Vinegar et al., 1930;_Vostal et al., 1980s White andi
: Gars, 1981). DgPs were observed in ascrophages, and there was an increase
) in the number of ascrophages in the alveoli (Barnhart, 1981, 1942). In.

cases of extreme overloading, DgFs were seen withis sembrane-bound vesicles
in the interstitissa and in epithelial type 1 cells, which do not normally,

'

phagocytose material. Once the material enters the epithelial type i cells
.

} er interstitium, clearsace time from the luas is lengthened considerr.bly.'

i Another morphological observation was an increase in epithelial type ,

'

I 2 cells (Barnhart et al., 1981, 1982; White and Gars, 1981), which are
present in small numbers in normal luas tissue. These cells may be able toj differentiate into type 1 cells and their proliferation may be a step in,

|
4

the repair of the alveoli.
,

la general, functional changes have not been observed in studies of
4

less than on year duration, even though high levels of exposure have been [
utilised (Gross, 19418 Mastings et al., 1980 Fepelko, 1980). With very
high concentrations (12 as/m3) of DgPs, pepelko (1982) reported a decrease .

; e
!

| in the carbon dioxide diffusion capacity in Chinese hamsters after 6 months
s

;
;

.

; -
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of exposure and in cats af ter more than one year of exposure. Barnuart (1981)
observed the analogous morphological anomaly, chickening of-the aln.olar
epithelium, after exposures.to concentrations of less than 1.5 us/m3 after '

6 months, but decreased CO2 diffusion capacity was not found.
~

> For the most part, the experiments discussed in this sectionfocused on
-the clearance problem and used large, acute doses of particulates thus,' +

' they do not really address the problem of assessing the chronic effects of
j low levels of particulates. Studies in which ==4==1a were monitored post-

exposure showed that particles were eventually cleared from the lung (Xaplan1

-et al., 1982). Esplan et al. exposed rats, hamsters, and mice to 1.5 mg/m3,

of DEF 20 hours / day,7 days / week for three months. Six months post-exposure
,#' there was a considerable decrease in pigment and it was largely in focal

accumulations with intervening tissue usually pink and normal looking.
Lymph nodes were still deeply pigmented, but there were no indications of ,

pathology in the lung or other organs.4

,

Carcinonenic Potency

As of the date of this report, inhalation exposures to diesel engine
exhaust have not been shown to cause lung cancer in asiaals. However, 1

! sany studies have shown that extracts of diesel emission particles contain
substances active in.various short-ters assays relevant to carcinogenesis,-

1 and exposure to diesel engine exhaust would be expected to contribute to
- the total carcinogenic risk from air pollution. Cuddihy et al. (1981)

sumusarized bioassay data on diesel engine exhaust and various comparative
emissions. In these short-tera. assays, DEF extracts were generally less- _- ,

,,pote,nt than coke oven emissions, roofing tar vapors, and gasoline engine .

, exhaust, but more potent than cigarette smoke condensate. There was less
variation in activity among samples in i:he nouse skin carcinogenesis assay
than in other assays.

The diesel particle extract was the most active semple in the Ames
"assay and was unusual in having more activity in the absen ce

of metabolic activation than is its presence. This direct-acting mutagenic
activity is thought to be due antaly to nitropyresas and other ni'tro-compounds
which can be activated by bacterial nitroreductases (McCoy et al., 1981: .

Federson and Siak, 1981). Their potency fa=Wian cells is thought to be
less than in bacteria, but two components of diesel exhaust, 1-nitropyrene (1-NP) .,

and 3-nitroflueranthene, have been shown to cause , tumors,in rata af ter sub- "
.

cutaneous injection (Chaski et al.,1982) with the,' tumors at the site of
injection.*

.
.

Cuddihy at al. (1981) concluded that bioassay studies indicated that
DEPs could be about 3 times more carcinogenic than cigarette smoke, but only
about.one third as carcinogenic as coke oven emissions and roofing tar. !

Movever, this,does not asas that the hasard from DEPs is greater than that ,

from inhaling cigarette smoke which causes a large fraction of the lung can-
cars in the U.S., because exposures to cigarette smoke by direct, inhalation

,

are orders of magnitude higher than other human particulate exposures.
,

Another important consideration in comparing the hasard of DEPs and ;
cigarette smoke is the fact that the bioassays utilised do not adequately
measure the biological activities of cigarette smoka which any be most

28 *
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relevant to its carcinogenicity, that is its co-carcinogenic and promo-
tional activities (see Appendix 2, pp. 299-309). We do not yet know

. whether these effects could be relevant to diesel exposures because DEPs
have not yet been evaluated adequately for co-carinogenic ef fects. It is

i .- possible that these effects are seen with cigarette smoke because of the
high levels of exposure. Promoters probably differ from initiators in
having threshold concentrations and requiring continuous exposure. Also,
co-carcinogenic effects due to induction of enzymes could also require
high levels of exposure.

O Ranges of Risk Estimates and Associated Uncertainties
for Carcinonenic Effects

In estimating the cancer risk from exposure to diesel engine parti-
culates Cuddihy et al. (1981) have utilized median values for the relative
potencies in short-term bicassays.of various surrogate samples. They divided

,

the lung cancer risk factors for various exposed populatioes by the bioassay
potency of the substance relative to DEP in erder to obtain risk factors for
human exposure to DEP. Using relative bioassay potency values to modify risk
factors calculated for human exposures to coke oven emissions, roofing car
vapor, cigarette smoke, and urban soot, they obtained risk factors ranging
from 0.007 to 0.3 lung cancers per 105 people per us/m3 lifetime expoiiure

,

to diesel particulates. Cuddihy et al. (1981) calculated a modified risk
factor of 0.12 lung cancers per 105 people p,r ug/m3 diesel particulate from
the results of DuMouchel and Harris (1981). DuMouchel and Harris determined.

the risk (upper 95th percentile confidence limit) for ambient exposure to
diesel exhaust based on results from a study of London Transport Authority
workers. They used data on garage mechanics, who were the most highly .

f exposed workers. This risk factor is, questionable because the bus mechanics
'had a lower lung cancer race than the control population.

,Using an annual lung cancer, risk factor of 0.1 cancers per ,100,000 ,
people per us/m3, exposure, Cuddihy et.al. estimated that 5-180 lung cancers

,

per year could be caused by diesel emissions, based on an average emission
of 0.12 g/ka, or 12-420 lung cancers per year based on an average emission*

.

0.3 g/km. They pointed out that the calculations are based on indirect
information and that cancer effects could be negligible. These estimates are
subject to great uncertainty (the magnitude of uncertainty is within 2-3 .

orders) from the epidemiological studies as well as the bioassay inadequacies
discussed above. Given the multifactorial nature of cancer, it is difficult
to ascribe confidently any number of cancers to a single cause.<

g g g ,a,Surroaste for Carcinomenicity

Two approaches can be taken in assessing the carcinogenicity of urban"

air. One involves evaluating the carcinogenicity of specific types of par-
;. ticles such as the diesel emission particles discussed above and then attempt-

-
**

-

~ ing to sua their carcinogenicities. Another approach involves using a sur- .-

rogate chemical representative of the carcinogenicity of a variety of emis-
sions from different sources.

The carcinogenic activity of airborne particulates is due sainly to a
L variety of combustion emissions particles to which a large number of organic

carcinogens and pro-carcinogens and also some metallic carcinogens are adsorbed.

29.
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[ Benso(s) pyrene (B(a)P) is an organic compound emitted by most combustion :

F, processes. It is the only carcinogenic organic material which has been measured
i 'in a nseber of places and over a reasonable time span. Therefore, the concen -

.'
.

tration of B(a)F in a sample has often been used as a crude indicator of
,

'

j. ' the carcinogenicity of organic components of samples.
i

Lung cancer risk estimates for exposure to B(a)F have been developed "

based on animal and epidemiological studies (Wilson et al.,1980, Table 5-4).'

,

Studies where ==t=mts have inhaled B(a)F, other hydrocarbons, or combustion.
'

.: emissions have shown a auch ses11er sensitivity than expected from epiden-
iological studies. Assuming proportionality, population studies (Stocks, i

1958; carnow and Meier, 1973) yielded a risk of 1.0 cancers per 105 people '
,

b, per as/m3 5(a)F (Wilson et al.,1980) . Studies of gas workers (Doll et al.,
L 19g5)androofers(Bassondetal.,1976)yieldedariskof0.2cancersper10 people per as/m3 B(a)F (Wilson et al. ,1980). Wilson et al. qualified*

i.

! 'these risk estimates as followet "These estimates are all crude and cannot ,

be taken as proof of causality. The risk, in fact, could be sero." We
; have utilised the B(a)F content of the emissions from a number of light

p and heavy duty diesel-powered vehicles to express Cuddihy's risk estimate ;

in teras of B(a)F so that we could compara it to the Wilson estimate. The'

p estimates (based on selecting a median value of different diesel emissions)
!. is typically above 0.8 cancers per 100,000 people per as/m3 B(a)P. Recognizing ] .

*

i that the actual risks any in fact be sero, it seems reasonable to conclude that

[ the risk of cancer due to 3(a)F exposures is bounded by 0 and 4 cancers per j
100,000 people per as/m3 5(a)P. The upper bound is estimated by taking the,

; total death rate for enlignant neoplasas* of the respiratory systen and sub-
b tracting 80% of the total as attributable to cancers caused by cigarette smoking., ,,,, ;

'
I

I If the relative percentages of organic compounds in ambient particuiste '!'~

"*

!' aatter were invariant, then the application of B(a)F as an indicator of .
I carcinogenic potency would be reasonable; As reviewed by Daisey in Appendiz
! 1, organic composition of urban particles varies considerably among locations ,

and across sessoas. In most_ locations away from industrial point sources !

! . automobile emissions and residential and c'oemercial space-heating are the
_3_

largest contributors to anthropogenic carbonated particulate matter. A3

microscopic analysis of TSF filters fres 14 cities collected during the
early 1970s indicated that oil and coal soot comprises 1-22% of the mass

!- by weight (EPA, 1976). In several studies using eleasatal-chemical balance
|' techniques, automobile exhaust was found to contribute 5-25% of the asas 1

of fine fraction aerosols (Face and Mayers, 1979: Doubay et al., 1979: .F"Cooper et al., 1979).,

Variation ,g Rielenical Activity 331 Evaluation ,91 Uncertainties ;'

,

,

As one anans of evaluating the 3(a)F surrogate, we have looked at the I
i !variation is biological activity relevant to carcinogenesis is relation to

the 3(a)F content for a variety of samples. Since most data available are |
from short-tera assays, we have utilised these is our analysis. |

i
,

Zweidinger (1981) presented data, including amatagonicity of emissions ,

I

from a variety of light duty and heavy duty vehicles in the Ames assay
in the presence and absence of metabolic activation (rat liver S-9). [~

to determine which of the measurements might be the best 1,ndicators of |. . . . , , , , , , , .

biological activity. We calculated the autagonic activity per quantity ...

of asterial from his data for totsi particulate, organic asterial, 5(a)P,

30
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.and 1-NP (Appendix 2, p. 197). The percentage spread among ,

emissions free various vehicles for each of these indicators is shown ine
,

,
Table III-1. In the absence of S-9, autagonicity per 93 B(a)P has a
greater spread than mutagenicity per mile or per quantity of particulate,
organics, or 1-NF. In the presence of 5-9, the spread in autagenic activity
per 93 B(a)F is greater than the spread in mutagonicity per mile or per as

i organics, but'less than the spread in autagonicity per amount of 1-NF or
n particulate. Since B(a)F is mutagenic in.the Ames assay only in the presence-

.of S-9, it is reasonable that it is a better indicator when S-9 is present"

than when it is not. Nitropyrenes and other nitroaromatic compounds are
responsible for auch of the autagonic activity in diesel engine emissions,
but are not significant components of gasoline' engine emissions and would
not be expected to be good indicators. t

' r- It is act good to rely on one bioassay to evaluate B(a)F as a surrogate'

for carcinogenicity since different bioassays are more sensitive to different
carcinogens. Nesnow and Huisingh (1930) have compared the activity of a
variety of different samples in several bicassays. Dichlorosechane (DCM)
extracts from diesel engine, gasoline engine, coke oven, and roofing tar

.
samples and an acetone extract of cigarette smoke condensate were tested
in several bioassays of mutagonicity/ carcinogenicity. Tables in Appendix _
2 (pp.198 and 200) show normalised results per quantity of extract and per

,_

,, quantity of 3(a)P,for, ass _ays done in the pres,ance of rat liver S-9.
.. , ,

The percentage spreads for activity relative to total organics and
,

,

relative to 3(a)F were caliiulat'ed for the various assays and are shown in
* Table III-2. The percentage spread was greater for>B(a)F (a factor of 3 ,

to 40 of the median value) than for organics (a factor of 2 to 20 of the i

~. median value) in 3 assays: 'the Ames assay, Balb cell'transfaraation, and !
"

skin umor initiation. In 4 assays, sister chromatid exchange, autagenesis
. ._ in Balb and L-5178T cells, and viral enhancement of transformation, the!

.

7 spread was greater for organics (a factor of 3 to 40 of the median value)
than for 3(a)F (a factor of 3 to 5 of the median value). These results i

[ suggest that 3(a)F is probably not a better indicator of the biological'

i activity of a variety of combustion emission samples than the total organic.
i content is; that is, 3(a)F does not appear to be particularly representative*

| of active, compounds. '

!
|

.

The 3(a)F content of the variety of samples described above does t

|7 have a positive correlar. ion with results in all the bioassays, as shown in
( Table III-3, with the highest correlation coefficient (0.922) for the SCE

assay in Chinese hemster ovary cells and the lowest correlation coefficient
(0 4,3) for autation at the ouabain locus in nouse embryo Balb/c 3T3 cells.
2

I.

; ..

Besides looking at emissions from specific sources, it is also useful_
,

i- to evaluate how representative B(s)F is of carcinogenic activity in urban |
i

! air. Pitts et al. (1977) showed that urban air semples from California i
'

were mutagonic in the Ames test without metabolic activation and that the
s

l mutagenic activity was not enhanced by the addition of a assmalian metabolic
j' ,

activation system. Since B(a)F requires metabolic activation to be autagenic
in the Ames assay, this activity could not be due to the presence of B(a)P. ,

!

| t
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Besides the direct-acting nitro-compounds found in diesel exhaust, another
source of direct-acting mutagens may be oxygenated and nitro-derivatives

'of such compounds as B(a)P formed by reaction with 03 or NO2 in polluted
air..

5- Since the compounds responsible for the carcinogenic activity do not
necessarily include B(a)F or other measured compounds,or vary in amount with-

them, the activity in a variety of bioassays that measure activities rele-
,

vant to different steps in carcinogenesis should be measured whenever possible
L;. (see Appendix 2). 'The association between the B(a)F concentration and

! carcinogenic potency of the particulate emissions from new technologies
must be determined if this surrogate is to be at all useful.

.
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Table III-1. Percentage Spread * in Hutagonic Activity

Calculated for Different Indicators
from Data in Table III-1.

.

.

C -59 +59
.

Spre'ad Rank Spread Rank

per mile 318 3 128 1
,

per as particulate 163 2 426 5

per mg organics 150 1 235 2

per 93 B(a)P 770 $ 306 3

.

per pg 1-NP 635 4 381 4

..

* Spreads are calculated as the interquartile ranges divided by
: the median and can be considered as a robust' percentage '

'

standard deviation.

,

d
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Table III-2. Percentage Spread in Biological Activity in Different
Assays Relative to B(a)P Content and to Extracted Organics

(Calculated from data given in Appendix 2, pp. 198 and 200) .-

Spread Spread Per mg ,*
,

Assay per um B(a)P Extract
'

*Ames 1103 252
.

.| * Sister Chromatid Exchange 384 518 1'

'

*L-5178Y Mutation 259 320

*3alb Mutation 343 3733'

Viral Enhancement 538 895'-

*Balb Transformation 10350 1892 .

,

Skin Tumor Initiation 378 182

* Assays performed in the presence of rat liver S-9.
>

Table III-3. Rank Correlation Coefficients for B(a)F Content and
Bioassay Activity for a Variety of. Combustion Emission Samples

(Calculated from data on p. 198, Appendix 2)*

-
.- )

*Correlation Fraction of -

Assay . Coefficient Variance Explained

* Sister Chromatid Exchange 0.92 0.85

Skin Tumor Initiation 0.87 0.76
'

*Balb Transformation 0.76 0.58

*L-5178Y h ention 0.72 0.52

Viral Enhancement 0.66 0.43
.

*Ames (Mutation) 0.61 0.38

*Balb k cation 0.43 0.18 -'

* Assays performed in the presence of rat liver S-9.

.

.
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IV. Epidemiological Evaluations of Health' Effects of Exposures to Ambient
Particulate Matter

,

I- in this section, we summarize the evidence from retrospective health
effects studies of human populations. Following a brief discussion of the
general problems associated with such epidemiological studies, we re-examine
the evidence from large scale statistical (mostly cross-sectional) studies
relating total mortality with air pollution and socioeconomic variables. A
preliminary analysis of studies on the air pollution effects on morbidity

C is also provided. The reader is referred to various papers in Appendix
3 for further details.

Problems with Epidemiolonical Studies on Health Effects of Particulate

Air Pollution

C

The two most important problems in interpreting air pollution epidemi-
ology are exposure misclassification and confounding'. For example, in'a' neo- *

graphical cross-sectional analysis, patterns of migration may invalidate Yhe
assumption that current measurements adequately represent exposure histories.
In a prospective morbidity study, indoor sourcer and activity patterns may
weaken the ability of central-city monitors to characterize individual
exposures. If errors in exposure classification are randon and unrelated
to health effects, the most serious implication will be a loss in precision.
However, if misclassifications are related to health status, there may be*

conceta for confounding.

( In a confounded study, an observed effect any be attributed incor-
rectly to a non-causal agent (e.g., air pollution). Among the most fre- -

quantly suggested confounding factors are smoking, occupation, diet, and
medical care. Due to the similarity of the exposure mechanism, the~

large impact of smoking on community mortality rates and the potentially
synergistic impacts of smoking and air pollution, smoking is perhaps the.

;, most intuitively plausible of these potential confounding factors. Although
it is clear that attempts should always be made to control for potential
confounding factors, it is not clear that the mere suggestion of confounding
compels the risk analyst to abandon the results of any one study. Often

i a corrected analysis will provide usable results. However, unless these
confounding factors are dealt with, the risk analyst must caution any

;

C
reader that the conclusions are only tentative and subject to extreme

,

uncertainty.
.

In addition to the general problems discussed above, A.g. Hill (1965) lists

several specific-points to be considered in evaluating the internal validity
of results from epidemiological studies. These includes.,

'

strength of association*
.

consistency of results.

specificity of results.

temporal gradient (cause precedes effect)'

.

| 6
,
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biological gradient (variation in response with dose).

.

biological plausibility (consistency of theory, experimentation,.,
,; and epidemiology),

t
.

We encourage the serious consideration of all of these issues during
the process of risk assessment, and we have attempted to consider these*

', precepts of A.B. Hill in this analysis.

.. .

-
.

f) IV.1 Estimates Derived from Cross-Sectional Mortali:V Studies

Since a great deal of effort has been devoted over. the past three*

'

[ decades to studying the relationships between geographic' differences in
air pollution levels and community mortality rates, we have decided to re-'

.

examine the evidence from cross-sectional mortality studies. In this'

t ''section, the results of our investigation of these cross-sectional
i mortality studies are presented. It should be mentioned here that our
1 results do not dictate significant changes in the interpretation of these

' studies. We confirm the previously reported oositive correlation. and ;

demonstrate that this association cannot be made to vanish by reasonable
i- adjustments. However, we have not yet shed any further light on the

{.
plausibility of the associations.

' The investigation had as its goal the development of a anthematical .
,

U aodel, relating exposure to airborne particles with community nortality - _

rates, representative of the relationships which have energed from cross-, ,_

t- sectional studies. The work was conducted in three phases (1) literature .

1 search, and review of each of the major' studies and/or critiques; (2) a"
''

quaalitativiisummary"~ and analysis of the coefficients frou these studies;
and (3) s'' tat'istical analysis of one of the central cross-sectional datas-u

j bum .

! t,iterature Review

The literature review indicated that at least thirteen research groupe
,

: have conducted cross-sectional nortality studies and that at least as many
have contributed. critical reviews of this work (see Table 1, in Appendix *

'

I. 3, p. 4 ). The conclusion of the literature summary was that although*Tlie"
relationships develope ~d by the various investigators are quite different,
aest of thea ,gg, indicative of a plausible 6 relationship between<

esposure to air pollution and reduced life espectancy. Nevertheless, it is
quite difficult to (a) draw valid comparisons between studies from the

*plethers of published results, (b) objectively derive representative re-
suits from the literature, or (c) conclude that the observed associations
are causal.

We expected the critique's of cross-sectional studies to provide insight
into the interpretation of results. Unfortunately, our review of the
critiques left us with the sense that most had been written from advocacy
positions. Therefore, as often as not, the critiques tended to obfuscate,
rather than 111taminate, the meaning of these studies.

-
.
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Meta-Analysis
.

d

The second phase of our research was intended to summarize quantitativelyg-
~ the results of the cross-sectional studies and to present these results in

such a way that a risk assessment expert could efficiently use them. 'In
order to avoid a selection bias, virtually all the cross-sectional studies
were considered for inclusion. The minimum screening requirements were that
linear exposure-response coefficients be provided and that enough information
exist to construct standard errors for the coefficients. The key conclusions

p from the meta-analysis that was conducted were (see Appendix 3, p. 49 for
f

details):

Arithmetic mean coefficients of TSP and 50{ from the regressions on
crude mortality are similar to those from the first published equation

.

of Lave and Saskin (1970).r
The order of magnitude of the mean coefficients for TSP and SOI seem

.

to be related approximately inversely to the respective mean
ambient concentration of these pollutants.
For TSP, 50%, and B(a)P, the mean coefficients were higher for the

.
.

older age group.
-

.-

The primary effect of including diet and smoking as variables is to.

'acrease the standard error of the sulfate and TSP coefficients.
Inclusion of additional TSP statistics is shown to significantly
reduce TSP coefficients. The same is true of the sulfate coefficients.

.

This 'is believed to be due to the strong positive correlations among' *
'

minimum, mean, and maximum values for these pollutants.

. .

In summary, this phase of our work emphasised the variability of coef-
ficient estimates in the literature and gave us insight into the factors

g' with strong influences on the estimates. However, we were unable to estimate-

the covariances between coefficients for different pollutants, important
statistics for assassing'" uncertainty".

These considerations, as well as our basic criticisms of all the cross-.

sectional studies, lead us to the third phase of the project, an analysis of
C a representative data base.*

1s-Analysis of,the 1.160,SMSA Data g ! Coefficient Estiastion

The basic 1960 117 SMSA data set analysed included total nortality rate,-

C (THR), the sixty explanatory variables of Lave and Seskin,,(1977), and median age.
To this data set, six variables taken fronLipfert's dissertation'('1978) were added.
Three of these were additional pollution measures and three were socio-
economic controls.

After completing a comprehensive preliminary analysis (see Appendix 3,
g pp. 56 - 78 for further information), we escinated the parsneters of our

basic eight independent variable model. The dependent variable was totalv

nortality rate. The explanatory variables included:
,
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percent of the population over 65 years old (CE65).

. -median age of the population (MEDAGE) j

percent of the population which was non-white (NW).

~ decimal logarithm of the population density (LOGDEN).

percent of the population with 4 or more years of college (COLLEGE)+
.

L smoking index: packs / person-yr (SMOKING).
,

annual mean sulfate concentration (MIAN_,5)(, .

percent poor (POOR)-
.

L The variables were chosen on the basis both of physical plausibility and
explanatory power in previous analyses. The basic model was linear in these
variables. -Values of all eight were available for only 98 of the full 117

'
4

SMSAs. The sulfate coefficient from this regression was 2.63 deaths /100,000<

per year per ug/m3 Tha estimated standard error of the regressions coef-
3ficient was 1.40 deaths /100,000 per year per ug/m . The plot and a map of

residuals versus predicted values (see Figures IV-3a'and IV-3b in Appendix
3) did not indicate a strong systematic behavior of residuals. Thus, several .

'

.#;. variations on this basic model were then estimated, in the spirit of sen-
sitivity analysis. The results (i.e., estimates and uncertainties) aree

summarized in Table IV-1 and fully discussed in Appendix 3, pp. 67'- 70. In.
'

these twenty-five regressions the coef ficient varied from 1.22 to 4.80' and '
the standard error varied from 1.02 to 2.41.<

!= The largest sulfate coefficient, 4.80, c'ame fros a regression.~1n ~ -
-

*

which mean sulfates.were the only pollution measure. This coefficient- --
,

: is not only large in an absolute sense, but is also s't'acistically significant
(t = 2.2). Under approximately normal distributional assumptions, a,

"..". .g .lt iso large ~wouf.d o c.'c..u..r. b'y ".cfa.n c e les s than .t.h r.e.e* *p e r c etic o f; resu .
.. .

'

4

The risk coefficients taken from regression equations 6 and 7 in Table
IV-1 represent estimates in which both coefficients were simultaneouslyi

- determined. These results are particularly important if risk assessments
are to be based upon exposure estimates for more than one particulate

t. coefficient, e.g., sulfate and TSP. In this circumstance, the estimated
standard error in incremental sortality rates should reflect not only the
standard error of each coefficient estimate but also the covariance of

? the escinates. For this purpose we have summarized the detailed results
| o6 a joint regression in Table IV-2. Table 2,11a Appendix 3, p. 74 - 76,
|- summarises results from several single and joint pollutant regressions.
|

Comparison of the 5 pollutant estimates with their corresponding: .
variance /covariance values reveals the influence of multicollinearityl

| .and surrogate behavior of the pollutant variables. Application of these

|. risk estimates to actual population weighted ambient particulate con-
; centrations in the U.S. (see Appendix 3 p.156) has also supported this ,

[. observation, namely

38
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Tiblo IV-1. S'n11tivity Annlysin - i-

|Estimates o_f,Mean Sulfren Confficient rnd Strnderd Errernfg
Sulfate Std. Err. 2

Regression Coeff. of Coeff. R n p

2.63 1.40 0.863 98 91 - basic model -

-2 - basic /5 outliers removed 1.41 1.04 0.909 93 9 i

0 (
3 - basic /5 influential points 3.59 1.54 0.880 93 9 ,

removed |
4 - basic /5 influential points 2.60 1.29 0.910 90 9 |

and 3 outliers removed
5 - basic /only SMSAs with all a) 3.72 1.90 0.851 66 9g

five pollution measures b) 4.80 1.77 0.918 58 9

6 - basic / add mean TSP, same a) 2.77 2.27 0.853 66 10
subset b) 4.07 2.10 0.919 58 10

7 - basic /all 5 pollutants, a) 3.00 2.41 0.854 66 13

p (TSP, SOI, Mn, B(a)P, Fe) b) 4.26 2.24 0.920 58 13

8 - basic / occupational vari- 1.22 1.28 0.904 98 18
ables, F=3.82, p=0.0005

9 - basic / unemployment and 2.37 1.35 0.875 98 11
white collar variable

~
10 - basic / hoes heating vari- 1.64 1.29 0.927 98 28

ables, N 3.21, p=0.0002
11 - basic / climate variables, ' 1.72 1.55 0.897 98 23

N 1.77, p=0.06

12 - basic /5 hi8 est and 5 low- 1.35 1.02 0.897 88 9h
est in-migration SMSAs'

.
'

deleted --

13 - naive model-only 3 vari- 2.68 1.50 0.788 98 4-

ablestGE65,MEDAGE,MEAN-S*

14 - basic model/ age-sex-raca 3.54 1.58 0.327 98 6 -

C adjusted nortality substi-
tuted for THE and CE65
MEDAGE and NW deleted

15 - basic model/with MEDACE 3.31 1.58 0.820 98 8
variable deleted

C 16 - basic model/with HOUSING 1.46 1.38 0.877 98 10
variable added -

17 - basic model/ subset with a) 3.02 2.12 0.853 66 10
values for all 5 pollutants b) 4.22, 1.98 0.919 58 10

,

both mean-s,and nettsp in
g '

equation (nettsp = mean) - 1,,375mean_s)c
18 - basic model/various ,

thresholds for mean-S .

2.63 1.40 0.863 98 9(a) 2 pg/m3 -

(b) 4 ys/m3 2.59 1.41 0.863 98 9
g 3 2.58 1.47 0.862 98 9(c) 6 98/m.'. (d) 8 ys/m3 2.39 1.59 0.861 98 9

Notes in run series 5, 6, 7 and 17, the a estimates include 66 observations.
The b estimates are based upon a fit to 58 SMSAs after deletion of
five influential points and three outliers. n = number of observations.g p = number of variables (including the intercept). .

)
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Table IV:-2. Estimated Pollution Coefficients, Variances, and
Covariances of these Coef ficients from Regression

Involving Multiple Pollutants *

3N.B. - All coefficients are in units of deaths /yr/100,000 pos: sons per ug/m .
Variances and covariances are in consistent units. Estimates are
from 66 Observation Data Sec. ?

.

i,-3.00 i,-0.u8 it - 1 91 A - -8.90 $ = 421.
M 3

.

5 P I !! B
'

~
~ -

5 5.80 - --

,

P -0.382 0.121 - - -

,

I 1.81 -1.33 28.6 --

VarS -

=

-^
-

M -17.3 1.38 -40.6 905.0* .

-

B ,78.3 -50.4 471.0 -3240.0 654000. ,

.

.

* Variances (square of standard errors) are the diagond elements and covariances
are the off-diagonal elements of the matrix displayed. , (Ss50{,PaTSP,~

' ' ' ' ~ ~

I e Fe, M e Mn, 5 s B(a)P]

f

I
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More than 80% of the net excess mortality risk seems to be attributable
to sulfates, even though the biological plausibility of this relationship

.

has not been estaolished.>n
However, coefficients of variation for the excess mortality estimates

f

are typically around 50%, which suggests that the mathematical evidence
.

'

to support any of the pollutants considered to be good surrogates fora
air pollution health effects is quite weak.

,9 Covariance between estimated pollutant risfi~ coefficients account for
.

shout one third of the standard errors contributed by the variance terms.
-

The range of variation resulting from the application of different
sets of risk coefficients is not considerable (variations are about

.
.

'

25% of the projected excess mortality risks) which is again an indication
| of collinear / surrogate behavior.'

,

Principal Findings: Estimates and Uncertainties

In suasmary, using several plausible models on a single data set, we
9

have produced coefficient estimates which vary by a factor of almost five,'

and estimates of the standard errors of these coefficients which vary by*

a factor of nearly two and a half. As va have. emphasized in the analysis
I above, the uncertainty surrounding the mortality risk coefficients is large -e

solargethatthetruesortalityriskmightinjactbesosawherebetweenpersons per us/m3 of sul-zero and a large number such as 10 deaths /y.r/10
face (see also Figure 8,. Appendix 3, p. 73 ). Although quite variab.'a,'the'

coefficients, however, are not as sensitive to reasonable differences in . ..
'

aodel choice as the papers of Thibodeau et al. (1980) and Gibbons and Mcdonald
In addition, although many of the estimates are small<

(1981) might suggest.
in comparison with their standard errors, all of the sulfate coefficients are

-

Even so, without a clear a_ oriori understanding of the decerninantspositive.
of community mortality races, it is difficult to objectively choose the best, I

I of these models. Por the purposes of obtaining Lough bounding estimates,o

we provide the following excess mortality risk coefficients (8) along with
their respective coefficients of variation (CV) to characterize typical

j. uncertainties *:
o

?i E'stima'c's for. the mean sulfate coefficient, based on 66 SMSAs with
'

| value for all five pollutant sensuress'
"

.
, .- .
*

3.72 CVso" = 51%> $ o=g =
f $

I Estimate for the mean TSP coefficient from the same 66 observation.

I data set.

! .C CV sy = 60%>8 TSP = 0.4 t

For the combined two pollutant set, i.e. joint estimations consisting
.

of50%andTSP:,

j > SSog = 2.77 CVsog = 82%

! , > $ TSP ,= 0.18 CVTSP " 130%
,

i

Allgoofficientsareinunitsofexcessdeschs/ year /100,000
e persons per

pg/m| *

41
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For the combined five pollutant set, i.e. joint estimations consisting ~.

of 50%, TSP, B(a)P, Fe and Mn:'

> Ssog = 3.00 cv3cg =- 80%
>STSP = ' O.12 CVTSP 300%=

-421 190%> S (a)F CV (e)y= =
B g

> Sye 1.91 CVye 280%= =
,)
'

-8.90 CVMn =' 340%> SMa' =
>

i .It should be emphasized again that these estimates contain significant .

!. errors represented by large coefficients of variation (typically areater
! than 100%). As mentioned earlier it is difficult to interpret indi-

!- '
vidually the species specific rise estimates, since there are strong-'

,

#. covariances among the concentrations of pollutants considered and the
estimated risk coefficients for these pollutants. In the ultimate analysis -

these and other results derived from cross-sectional studies may have to,

be viewed as primarily qualitative in nature.| <

'

*

i
,

,g .

IV.2 Preliminary Analysis of Results from Time-Series Mortality Studieso

.

!~ An alternative to the cross-sectional nortality study is the cias-
series mortality study. Early time-series studies concentrated on the.

|
role of " episodes" of high pollution days on community mortality rateer, -

More recently, the work has been extended to include the study of the .
4

I importance of small day-to-day perturbations in ambient pollution levels.

[ The most comprehensive studies have been those in Londota and New
' York City, which ard d.fscu'esed in some detail in'lppendix 3. *p'.W.~ These
! analyses provide strong evidence'of a relationship between daify pilliscion ,,

levels and nortality rates. The mortality effect appears to be strongest'~

on the same day as the increased air pollutiont however, there is evidence
(
|

in some of the studies for smaller effects persisting for one to seven
j days afterwards. -

.

\
; The increased deaths, following days of high pollution, seem to occur j

primarily as deaths due to cardiocespiratory disease. This resul'c 'cor-
|

! responds to that found by Lave and Saskin in their disease-specific crose-
sectional smalysis.* Although the traditional point of view has been thatL .

[. daily time-series studies asasure the acute impacts of air pollution and -

that cross-sectional studies measure the chronic impacts, this may not
;' be so. After our pret<-4=..y analysis, we have concluded that it is pos-

^ *

sible that the coefficients froscross-sectional studies may in fact reflect'

a mixture of acute and chronic impacts.

The primary purpose of our initia1research with the time-series mortality
| studies was to investigate whether the results from time-series studies'
i were consistent with those from the cross-s'octional studies. The pre-

'

liminary findings from the analysis of the New York and London time-series;

mortality studies have indicated that'

*In Lave and seskin's results, cardiovascular disease dominated the air
pollution induced deaths.

,'

!
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* Thus, the projected mortality impacts might occur in the same year
as the projected increase in emissions, or the mortality impacts-

might be spread over the twenty or thirty years following the increase
..

in emissions.~"

~ The. studies have been unable to differentiate among several alternative >

.

plausible forms of exposure-response function. Therefore, while the
< coefficients may be used with some confidence to predict the impact

of small changes in particulate concentrations in areas with exposures
near._those typical of the SMSAs involved in these studies," they must(, be used with caution to predict the impacts of (a) large increments*

N in exposure, (b) incremental exposures on low (or high) baseline ,

exposures, (c) intermittant emissions patterns which would influence
ai differentia 11y the parameters of the distribution of daily exposures.

Beyond these three caveats related to " extrapolation" of the results, there
are more serious issues. Paramount among them are the related issues ofr

confounding and causality. From our point of view, it is as likely
that the parameters have been underestimated (due to inclusion of non-causal
variables in the models which are positively correlated with air pollution)

_ as that they are overestimated due to confounding.
.

Another important issue is the biological plausibility of measured TSP
or sulfate as a cause of the observed excess mortality. In the case of
sulfate, we expect that damage would most likely be done by acid sulfates.

_,

Since oniv a minor and variable fraction of atmospheric sulfate is acid, it
is not clear that total sulfate levels serve as an acequate surrogate fcc

-

II
sulfate health effects. Due, however, to statistical correlations between-

TSP, fine particles, total sulf ates, and acid sulfates, it is likely that
the measurement of any of these will reflect the ef fect' of the harmful com-

.

-

" ~i ponents of airborne particles without shedding any additional light on the
, ,

biological plausibility of the individual components.

Since the coefficients from cross-sectional nortality studies are often
g used to estimate the risk of mortality associated with exposure to particulate

air pollution, we must stress repeatedly that there are large uncertainties'

surrounding these damage coefficients, and'specify a large number of pre-
~

cautions for their use. In particular, our review of DOE technology HEEDS
indicates that damage coefficients derived from cross--sectional studies
have been used, often without adequate attention to the uncertainties

[ involved, to predict mortality risks. Due to the nature and extent of
,

"
these uncertainties, we recoemend that, whenever possible, po; icy decisions

_

be based upon analysis of exposures, rather than health risks. For instance, '

l'
most of the information concerning the relative merits of alternative facility
siting strategies might be contained in the exposure estimates. Here the
application of health risk coefficients might add greatly to uncertainty,

A~ without coemensurately improving the power of the analysis.,

"
.

.

In many cases, risk analyses are really comparing exposure estimates
and the value of the hazard coefficient is only used to indicate that the

*See Table 18 in Appendix 3, p. 58 for the range of typical pollutant concen-, ,

*

trations in the SMSAs mentioned.
, ,,

'
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The damage coefficient estimates derived from cross-sectional mortality ~.

studies were not inconsistent with'the time-series mortality coeffi-
,

cients which ranged from 0.033 to 0.531 deaths / year per 105 persons -

per ug/m3 of TSP (the associated coefficients of variation ranged from
*

20,co 80%). -
_

.

Typically, time-series mortality studies have shown lags between expo- '

. .

sure and death of no more than 3 to 5 days.
.

3

As with the cross-sectional studies, the numerical results reported
;

'
here must also be viewed in perspective. The time-series studies have many
limitations, and have been the ' subject of strong criticisms. Some of the
difficulties with the interpretation of the results from time-series

'

studies include:
',

One set of pollutant measures (e.g., COH, BS) is comonly available.

in time series studies.and another set (such as sulfates, TSP, B(a)P)

is used in cross-sectional. studies on health effects.
.

Sensitivity of the estimates to the methods used to filter data and.

remove the influence of temperature on mortality. O

Biological plausibility of the results:.

-Are the deaths the result of an additional stress' on subgroup
,

of highly susceptible persons?
,

- "
.

Are risks unifor.1 for " healthy" and " diseased" groups?, .

As discussed in Appendix 3, further analytical. efforts are needed to
reduce existing uncertainties associated with the interpretation of findings
from time-series mortality studies.

)

IV.3 Conclusions and Caveats Ranarding the Use of Mortality Risk Coefficients

.

Of at least equal importance as the procedures for deriving quantitative.

risk estimates from epidemiologic studies on mortality effects of air pollu-
tion, is an appreciation of the limitations of the estimates so derived. ,

Based upon our literature review, meta-analysis, and coefficient estimation
studies we have come to the tentative conclusions that:

To some extent-all of the particulate pollution variables must'be .
.

-viewed as surrogates for whatever are the truly pernicious components
of airborne particulate matter. Therefore, risk assessments based,

upon these numbers will be most valid for emissions similar to those
represented by the*"cypical" sabient aerosol of the 1960s. Certainly
they are of limited value for distinguishing among technologies which
are only subtly different in their air pollution impacts.
It is still uncertain as to what extent the cross-sectional studies.

measure the sum of , acute impacts on mortality from chronic disease
or the-impact of chronic exposure on development of chronic disease.

44
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exposure differences are important. In these cases, we recommend that thei

risk analysis be done, the results compared and the hazard coefficient
only be brought in in the last p'aragraph of the analysis. In the' cases
where exposure alone cannot resolve the issues, we recommend that the coef-

'O ficients and confidence levels based on standard errors from cross-sectional
studies be used in assessing the health effects of the respirable fraction |

of ambient particulate matter.*

For assessing benefico and risks associated with mitigative measures
co reduce pollutant emissiotis (mostly SO ) and econcaic incentives for pollu-2g , ,,

tion reduction, we currently have no alternative but to suggest continued
_ .use. of sulf 4tes as a surrogate, although. we advise caution. More - .

importantly, we discourage the use of sulfate as a surrogate in casesy
where sulfur emissions are reduced in areater orocortions than oarticulates
or the trace metals. In circumstances such as these, we believe that the

-

use of respirable particles as surrogates may be more advisable.,
'-
,

Even when all these conditions are met and proper confidence intervals
specified, the risk analyst should still mention all the caveats that question
the causality and the utility of these estimates. Basically, the risk coef-
ficients from cross-sectional mortality studies are crude, appro- .

priate only for development of rough bounding estimates. Nonetheless, they
are the only tools readily available to the air pollution risk analyst today., , .

|
'

i

i IV.4 Implications of Evidence from Observational Studies of the Association
I Between PartiElate Matter and Morbidity Outcomek
,

) -
,

*

[ Int 4$ duction ._

.

We have initiated an assessment of the morbidity effects of particulate
matter air pollution. If the mortality rates cited in Section IV. are a bio-

logically plausible result of air pollution exposure we would expect to find
(- relationships between airborne particles and measures of morbidity. Unfortunately, .

very few studies exist that can be used to derive quantitative relationships
between particle air pollution and nonfatal health outcomes. There are
several important reasons for this gap. First, morbidity outcomes (e.g.,.

lung function, respiratory sympeces, and hospital admissions) are measured
or counted much less precisely than'is death as an outcome. Second, most of

C the morbidity measures must be collected directly by the investigator,
therefore limiting the size of the study population and reducing the possi-
bility of observing relatively small effects. For this reason, most mor-
bidity studies do not have the large aggregate populations that are available
for those who use vital statistics for studies of mortality in large popu-

|

'. lations.

|. ,,

j Interpretation of the morbidity studies must also be qualified similarly
|L to the mortality studies and, in fact, to all nonexperimental epidemiologic
L studies. As we have stated above and repeat here, the individual

epidemiologic studies of morbidity can demonstrate an association between

i 'L.
' 'V *See Appendix 1, Section V, p.185 for comments on estimating confidence

intervals based on the standard errors .

.
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particulate matter and ill health but they cannot prove the causality of that
association. The morbidity studies, however. do have one major design

- advantage over the aggregate-level studies that use vital statistics infor-
mation. The advantage:is that the individual-level analysis in'these studies
permits more careful control of person-factors (e.g., smoking and occupation)

; that might otherwisa act as confounding items in an aggregate-level study.

Many individual characteristics other than air pollution exposure*

' (e.g., passive and direct cigarette smoking, occupation, and socioeconomic.
status) may influence the morbidity outcomes of interest (e.g., lung function,
respiratory symptoms, and respiratory infection). The inability to control

'

P for all of these individual characteristics produces nonsampling errors that
'

increase the uncertainty in the results of morbidity studies. Since.we might
i. reasonably assume that other factors may exert a stronger influence on the
[ health outcomes of interest than will air pollution at current levels, we

| expect even greater difficulty in using observational studies to resolve the
|_ questions that remain for low concentration particle exposure.

I

Results from Review g Morbidity Literature
i

l~

Studies of the morbidity effects of chronic exposure to particulate ...

matter have shown upper and lower respiratory symptoms (including bronchitis) .
'

equivalents) concentration in excess of approximately 180 ug/m3 ((Ware et al.,
and reduced pulmonary function to be associated with particle in TSP

.

: 1981). No evidence exists in these data to suggest an effect threshold. The
observational studies on short-term particle exposure are more sparse and

'
-- most of these studies address TSP ' levels in excess of 1000 ug/m3 (24-hour,

-

average). These few studies suggest increased hospital admissions for
- cardiac or respiratory illness (TSP at 600 ug/m3 in association with S02 *t ~

,

400 ug/m3) and worsening of health gtatus among bronchitics (TSP at 350 ug/m3
'

in combination with SO2 at 500 ug/m ) (Ware et al, 1981). As is the case is
,

chronic exposures, these studies do not suggest an effect threshold.'
,

Initial Results from Assessment g Morbidity Effects

In a prelinf u ry attempt to derive simple linear coefficients fore

! morbidity we selected several highly regarded studies that provided quan-
titative estimates for air pollution concentration and morbidity outcomes.
Only the study of hospital visits addresses a concentration range for par-
ticles that is relevant to current air pollution levels in the U.S. The

,

.other studies address relatively high particulate levels and one must extra-
palate beyond the range of observed concentrations in these studies tot

; conduct a useful risk assessment. This approach must obviously be taken
with caution. Unfortunately, very little evidence exists to indicate that'

the relationships observed at aigher particle concentrations do or do noti

hold at lovar concentrations. With these qualifications, coefficients
~ ~'~

'were,3er'ivet"and[are'p'es'ent.edinTable17.3. ,,
r

,

E The range for coefficients must logically include 0 because of the
| extrapolation below concentrations observed in the studies. More effort

would be required to derive quantitative error estimates but these would

i,

be of limited usefulness because of the probability of large nonsampling

.

e
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Table IV.3 Initial Assessment of. Hogbidity Response Rates

Estimated Exposure- Pollution Range Pollutant Range of Total -

Type of Health Response Response Slope That Estimate is Heasured Health Effects ,

i
,.

'

(cases / year /1@,000) Based Upon (pg/m3)+ in Study Observed in Study **
1

.ne r n. _e /m Ji r:

p
Childhood lower r.espira- 60 BS (97-301) BS 23-36% reporting. r?.

tory infection . SO2 (123-275) symptoms' 1

.

Bronchitis in Male Smokers 170 - Smoke (DECD 14-27% reporting , . .

i'ES (90-170) calibration) symptome* ' '
, ,

Bronchitis l'n'iemale Smokbra 0 10% reporting symp-
, ,

tons (no variation y,

across areas) p
----- -------- ----

4-7% reporting
,

.f
Bronchitis in Hale Non- 100 BS (90-170) Smoke (OECD 'symptom 8Smokers calibration)

C Bronchitis in Female Non- 10 2-3% reporting

Smokers symptoms H.
?
d

24.5 + 9.3 daily **'
Excess Emergency Room 13
Visits for Respiratory TSP (14-696) visits'

TSP.

SO2 (4-369)' *

Disease *
Excess Total Emergency 20 94.3 + 14.2 daily

visits [gRoom Visits *
(standard errors (.

*represented after
+ symbol)

<

* These coefficients are based.upon regression results for which TSP explained only approximate 1y'1% of ',

the variance in hospital emergency room visite (Samet et al., 1981).
(p-

](4
**This column represents the inclusive range over which health effects were observed in each of the

[studies. A portion of these effects will be due to factors other than air pollution. .

x-

4;+ Based upon annual average concentrations with exception of emergency-room-visit study that 'was based
upon 24-hour averaging period. ,..i

;

++ Assuming population base for hospital to be 20,000. { -

v;.

'
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,

,

.

*
.

,

errors. These coefficients are left in the original air pollutant form
(i.e. , Smoke, BS, or TSP) but nonetheless present a biologically consistant
impression with the coefficients derived for mortality. The right hand
column of Table IV-3 indicates the range over which health effects were
observed in each of the studies. Air pollution is only responsible for a
portion of this effect since the intercept for the health affect is generally

,

greater than zero. This column is included because any extrapolation outside,

the effect range will produce an uncertain error. Of course, all of the
, caveats for use of mortality coefficients must be imposed on the morbidity

estimates. Furthermore, our efforts on this question are preliminary and-
these values should be considered as tentative.
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V. Principal Conclusions and Future Research Needs

During our analysis of the health effects resulting from exposures toP

ambient particles, we identified several areas for future research which
will help reduce some of the uncertainties reported in this HEED. In the
paragraphs following, we present the key conclusions, uncertainties, and
suggested research needs associated with the main components of our study.

,

L Q- ' Particle Toxicity and Exposure Analysisf-
?

We have concluded from our review of the toxic effects of ambient
particulate matter that a number of the pollutants (e.g., acid

sulfates, diesel emission particles, organic aerosols) may produce adverse
(, health ~ effects. However, we were unable to resolve with certainty

the components and amounts of particulate air pollution that are responsible
for the most deleterious health effects. The gaps in knowledge that pre-
sently exist in this assessment are primarily associated with the limitations
of the available data on exposures and animal, controlled human, and short-
term bioassay results, as well as with the techniques used to analyze these

' t. data.

The important areas of uncertainty influencing the evaluation of:

particle toxicities include.
t

Infdequate 5aracterizatioi'of. ambie[nt particles by:.
,

,

Source or emission type,-
. .,

.

Elemental and chemical composition,.and -

.-

Size fraction.-

Shortage of analyses of samples of airborne particles from cities.

; and rural areas,

Iack of comprehensive and comparative risk analysis of different. - .

|| pollutants, and
Not enough use of occupational data in connection with the analysis} .

of particle toxicity..

f,
.

The research that is recousanded to reduce some of these uncertainties
includes:

Evaluation of the relative toxicity of particles by jointly utilizing:.

The in, vitro and in vivo bioassays,|-
-

!

Toxicity of samples of ambient particles from as many cities and|;.I. -

rural areas as possible, and- ' U

Incorporation of occupational data.-

'
.

The approach recommended above is similar to one being utilized by EPA
in their evaluation of the carcinogen 1 city of diesel emission particles.
What is now needed is an expanded analysis including a much greater

.I variety of typeis of emiss' ions and an evaluation of toxicity 'for chronicV'

.
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lung diseases as well as cancer.
Defining the origin and composition of particles with the aid of.

various analytical techniques of source apportionment for the purpose
of characterizing historic exposures to fine, respirable, and total
suspended particles. This information is needed to reduce
uncertainties associated with the estimation of population exposures

to various toxicants. It is also fundamental to the reconstitution
'of particle toxicity information by region and year.

-
-

Collection of more data on nitrates and acid aerosols (in particular,.

on the sulfuric acid fraction of sulfates) in order to understand the'

extent of exposures and observed effects due to nitrates and sulfates
in ambient air.

.

Collection and analysis of more data to determine the extent and nature.

. of personal . exposures to respirable particles. For this purpose,
the relationship between indoor and outdoor exposures to various
aerosols needs to be analyzed.

Risk Assessment Based on, Epidemiological Evaluations

In Section IV, we have discussed the surrogates and potency factors- -

( damage coefficients) that are now being used and have cited the uncer-
tainties and limitations of using them. From this phase of our study, we
have concluded that: _

For evaluating the extent of effects of airborne particles, tot &1.

respirable particulates would be an intuitively plausible surrogate,
however, in the absence of good concentration data on inhalable or
respirable particles, we find no reasonable alternative to the con-

'

tinued use of sulfates as a surrogate._ The role of sulfate as s'
surrogate will remain uncertain'uncil further research indicates~

the_ causality of sulfate or of somi other factor.
-B(a)P is a poor surrogate for assessing air pollution-related cancer.

^ risks and should be replaced by a more complex scheme of assessment of
exposures to organic compounds including bioassay activity and results
of relevant occupational studies (see Section III, p. 29).

Forroughestimatkonofmortalityrisksassociatedwithemissionsof.

sulfates and other particles, mortali.ty coefficients provided in
Table IV.2, together with the standard errors for these coefficients,
any be used, but only with extreme precaution.*

Results from observational morbidity studies are difficult to interpret
.

in the context of risk assessment. The morbidity risk coefficients
provided in Table IV.3 represent an initial _ attempt to report risk .
coefficients in the same form used to present. mortality risk
coefficients. ,.

The risk estimates derived from mortality and morbidity analysis must
.

reflect the likelihood that zero mortality or morbidity risk is a
possible outcome under current ambient exposure.
The use of any risk coefficients must always be accompanied by stiste-.

ments of the qualifications and uncertaintias (see Section IV.3).

~ '
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.' The key uncertainties surrounding risk estimates derived from epidemio-
logical evaluations are mainly due ce the following factors:

No clearly established biological mechanisms for cross-sectional. .

'and time-series mortality / exposure relacions..

,

i. An insufficient set of reliable exposure / response data relating.

respirable particles to morbidity effects.

U - p- Little or no' evidence indicating that the morbidity rela-_

.

tionships observed at higher levels can be extrapolated to lower
''

concentrations.

Limitations of the data bases used for control purposes in statis-. .

tical evaluations (e.g., smoking and socioeconomic) .
Inherent problems with the statistical models used to analyze his-.,

''

torical exposures and mortality / morbidity races.
*

Directions for future research that would help to reduce some uncer-
: . tainties of risk estimates include:

Better quantification (through experimental and epidemiological studies).
,

3 '- of the possible role of particle exposures in:
~

Altering short and long-term measures of lung function,* -

f; '

Affecting pre-disposition to diseases in later years, and-- -

D
Aggravating an existing disease st'a'te.

; .. - [' .

,
-

'

~
Health effects modeling activities, especially in the areas of lung.

-

_ deposition, lung function decline,'the nature of lagged effects,'and
-

relating morbidity with mortality risk. ,-

New cross-sectional investigations with:: .

Recent data.-

'

Mo' e biologically ippropriate agii categories and diseaser-

- groups,
t

New sets of exposure variables that are more pertinent to effects. -

[ investigated.

New approaches.-, ..,

u
!j Expanding time-series studies to include:.

Pulmonary function effects of air pollution in children.-

,

More biologically plausible air pollution indices.-

~

Conduct'ing additional obseikational morbidity studies designed to.,.
* provide quantitative risk (or dose-response) estimates.

I.-
;. -

.
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